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Abstract

~~The objective of this research project is to develop an information
processing theory of the judgemental process individuals engage in, while
rating their peers. The complete research paradigm is described in Lewin
and Zwany (1976). The approach taken was to utilize protocol tracing
methods to construct decision process models of how individuals rate
their peers for seven widely used sociometric questions: (1) Who would
you go to for help on a tough problem?; (2) Who is pulling most for the
group?; (3) Who was best at handiing people?; (4) Who has the most
ability to think critically and analytically?; (5) With whom can you
work best?; (6) Who shows the greatest independence of thought?; and
(7) Who shows the best overall leadership qualities?

The protocols revealed that individuals evaluated their peers
along five primary behavior categories — (1) mutual influence, (2)
categorizing-summarizing, (3) having a comprehensive view, (4) giving
direction , and (5) listening. The detailed protocols were then used
to develop a scoring method of videotaped group interactions which in-
cluded content scoring of the verbal interactions and the non-verbal
behavior (i.e. head nodding, eye contact, openness, etc.).

Research is being done on two groups of subjects, Duke-University
students and officers of the Naval Postgraduate School in Moflterey. To
date the analysis of Duke University subjects has been completed. High
rank correlations (r range from .5143 to .964) were obtained between
the model predicted peer rankings and the actual peer rankings, using
first order models only.

Other results indicate that, in the subjects’ minds , questions
1, 2, and 3 of the sociometric measures mean the same thing . The
findings are also quite relevant to the leadership literature on Con-
sideration and Initiating Structure. It seems that a primary component
omitted in the present literature, involving the Consideration factor,
is the importance of a mutual influencing process. In addition the
results provide clearer and more operationally defined descriptors for
what is meant by Consideration and Initiating Structure.

Lewin, Arie Y. & Zwany, Abram . Peer Nominations: A Model, Literature
Critique and a Paradigm for Research. Personnel Psychology, 1976,
29, 423—447.
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(1)

Introduction

The objective of this research project is to develop information processing

models of the judgemental process individuals engage in, while rating their

peers. The complete research paradigm is described in Technical report #1

and in Lewin and Zwany (1976). This report describes in detail the research

effort to—date — the experimental procedures, the data analysis and results.

The approach taken in this research was to utilize protocol tracing techniques

to construct decision process models of how individuals rate their peers on

seven sociometric questions: (1) Who would you go to for help on a tough

problem?; (2) Who is pulling most for the group?; (3) Who was best at handling -
~

people?; (4) Who has the most ability to think critically and analytically?;

(5) With whom can you work best with? ; (6) Who shows the greatest independence

of thought?; and (7) Who shows the best overall leadership qualities?

The complete experimental procedure is described in a later section of this

report. It should be noted however, that the research design entailed two

separate but identical studies. Study #1 utilized Duke University students

whereas Study #2 utilized officer students at the Naval Postgraduate School

in Monterey . The results reported on in this repott are primarily from

Study #1.

Data Analysis

The data analysis consisted of several distinct phases:

1) Protocol analysis.

This involved transcribing the protocol interview with

each subject. For each sociometric question the number

- of useable protocols which were obtained ranged from 6 to

8 in Study //1 and from 7 to 10 in Study #2. (see the experi—

- - -
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(2)

mental section for details regarding protocol interviews).

Once a protocol was transcribed it was analyzed for opera-

tional and non—operational verbal descriptors of the sub—

ject’s thought process. Operational descriptors refer to

statements about behavior which are tangible, observable

and measurable. For examp le , the statement “agreed with

a me” is defined as operational because it connotes a spe-

cific type of behavior communicated in a verbal state-

ment signifying agreement which can be reliably scored .

It is also possible to signify agreement with a non

verbal communication which can also be reliably scored

(e .g.  head nodding) . The statement “he seemed person-

able , ” however , is conside red to be a non— operat ional

verbal descript io n. I t  does not suggest any speci f ic

behaviors which the person being descr ibed , engages in ,

that make him “personable .”

The appendix contains samples of complete protocol

transcripts fo r each sociometric question .

The following are typical examples of operational and

non—operational descriptors for each sociometric ques—

• tion from each study. The complete set of descriptors

are shown in the appendix to this report.

-
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(3)

but t UISCSIPTORS MPS DESCRIPTOS.S

1. Who would you go to for hel p on 5 tough proble.?

(op erat i onal )  - (operati onal)

gave cc t.edback had ideas not aspresa.d by
an yone iii.

gave things dir ec tion Mad new thoughts rather than
expand on old

would draw oth.ys out Mad alot of init iativ e

agreed with cc I agre ed with hi.

~~~~~~~~~ try ing to take ovar Be didn ’t butt in -

wouldn’t object to .bat I ’d say Me was quick to say seething
positive

(nenoperational) (nonoperational)

listen ed be wasn ’t detached ire. the group

relas ed be ’ s cowpeteng

person able ha understood people—had respect

2. Who wa, pu lli n g .ost for the group?

(operational) (operational)

organi zed group together organised the group together

told us when to sove on kept thi~.gs goi ng and in order

wants to get responses fron other . draws others out

eu.nar lied .gteed with we

both lIa trrnd and ipoke adapts and undcrs tand s othrr
view,

talkative he had soso thing to say about
all areas

asked question. lie contributed alot

(nonoperatlonal) (nonoperational)

provided eye con ta ct wi th everyone cost aggressive

.een.d •ore coe.itted wa, a good thinker

3. Who was best at handling peopi.?

(operat ional) (operational)

kept t0nversation rolli ng coved us ito. one step to another

kept people on the ttack redirects us to the question at hand

responds to what peopl, say willing to agree with others

brings ideas into a synopsis auc.ed up what had been said

aggrsas ive vithou t being ovs .ly so doesn ’t rake a conscious e f f o r t
to do.inate

beings others into the Conversation prods others to talk

sakes you feel he values your work there vs. giv, and take

VII., disagreed didn ’t cake you 1q51 not thr.at.olng
7oU were wrong

(nonope ration al ) (nenopsrational)

appro achable — wouldn’t intisidat, rot terribly aggressiv e

Voderstanding and opea listene d and looked at everyone

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _  _ _
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(4)

DUkE DI SCIIPI0KS lips DIScRIPI0R S

4. Who has the ability to think Lost critically and analytically?

(op.rattonal) (operational)

categorized gene ,.1 statec ents brought us back on track

initiated stuff first to coeent

tal ked the cost talked the cost

.ueartzed swimarired , put stuff together

introduced slot of ide as bad core consents on all the areas

had total scope looked at whole problem and broke
it down

I agreed with her ideas I agreed with his conclusions

(nonoperational) (noaopersttonal)

cade a good im pres sion w as ch arisuat ic and forward

cede sense had clearest thoughts

understood what was going on had a grasp on the problec

~~. With who,. can you work beat’

(operational) (operational)

take, initiative takes initiat ive to organize the
grou p

keeps thi ngs going t ried to keep ans w era flowing

give and take cooperative, willing to listen , give
and take

I agreed with b in we think aiong the sane lines

was tactful when dl s~ reed didn ’t jump on others ’ ideas

can expound on cy ideas reinforces my idea.

able to persuade his had influence over him

wouldn’t dominate or r e s t r i c t  d idn ’t i.pose his will

(nonoperational) (nonoperational)

frie nd ly - would be c oc.p let ely hon est wi th ne

confident - was aggressiv e and ready to tackle
the problem

easy to talk to is sensitive

6. 1 1,0 has the moat independence of thoug ht? -

(operat ional) (operatio nal)

raises the most quest ions  his ideas agr eed wi th  nine

le ad group to different areas looks at the proble m fro m differe nt
directions

doesn’t follow others ideas or repeat doesn ’t just regergitate what others
then have said
keeps group on track wasn ’t swayed by the rest of the

group

tak es an overall view is least affected by what others say

evaluates inpu t iron, each person - listens to other people

ba a ideas not considered before brought up point. not considered
I before

(non operational) (oonoperstionsl)

puts force behind what he say. had concrete proposals

sor e ~nowI ed geable thoughts we re organized

I; -
~~~~
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DUff . DI SCP.IPT OMS lIPS DISCRIPE OR S

7. kho has the bes t overa ll leadership quali t ies ?

(operational) (operational)

got rl inga going got us wor ki ng as a teas

doesn ’ t con o pol ize the group list ens as ouch as he talked

c oncern ed for ot hers doesn ’ t interrupt ot her s

l ikes to talk , but not all the time lets us know what he thought , but
wants to hear from others

su,n.-s a r i z es  and corrolatra ideas suanarizsd and coosoiodaced things

got peop le into the conversation wouldn ’t dominate all the time

bad greater number of ideds did n’t attsck others opinions

ask rtf for ideas when c co ve reat i on  died as ks fo r responses f r~ . others

lets his ideas flow to direc t our, viewed the whole problem

ha l the ideas I thoug ht of best at influencing people

(nonopc’ratiOflil) (nonoperstioftal)

easy to get a long with has be b est control ov er people

self -confid en t seemed calm and very sure of hicselt

not defensive is considerate of other peop les talents

- ..~~~ 
-~‘ - - ~~~~~~ ~~ r _~_ - -- - - - - ~~~~~~~~
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(2) Decision Process Models

In this research no a—priori models of the subjects

decision behavior were postulated . The protocol tracing

methodology is intended to provide a process description

of the Information processing strategies employed by sub-

jects when evaluating their peers.

It was expected that a content analysis of the descrip-

tors (operational and non—operational) obtained from

the decomposition each protocol would identify a few

key dimensions which subjects considered in evaluating

their peers. Based on prior research and a review of the

literature (Lewin and Zwany 1976) it was expected that

these dimensions would be situationally common for a

particular sociometric question . In other words it

was expected to find a common core of criteria used by

subjects to evaluate their peers on a particular socio—

metric question for the Duke subjects and the NPS sub-

jects. These criteria could differ between the two

groups. It was also expected that individual differences

would occur due to unique personality characteristics,

Individual needs and different past experiences. The

initial models which were developed and the results of

which are reported on the next section are considered to

be the simplest and most naive.

Since an examination of the protocols yielded only information categories

considered by subjects without providing any indications as to priority

levels of the information a simple additive model w.is hypothesized for

-4
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each sociometric question . The basic model for each question considered

only the common primary factors which appeared in each protocol. For

example for sociometric question 115, “Whom can you work best with?” the

single primary factor was:

Mutual Influence — the existence of give and take in the

interaction between two or more group members with no

individua l imposing his ideas or restricting the inter-

change.

The five commonly recurring primary factors which were gleaned from the

protocol analyses were: (1) Mutual Influence (MI); (2) Categorizing and

summarizing information already discussed (CS); (3) having an overall

comprehensive view of the problem (OC); (4) giving directic~i to the group

(D); and (5) listening (L). The primary factors which were employed in

the -asic additive models for each sociometric question by experimental

group are summarized below .

Duke NPS

Ql (1) MI (1) MI
Tough Problem (2) L (2) L

Q2 (1) Ml (1) D

Pulling for Group (2) L (2) L

Q3 (1) MI (1) MI

Handle People (2) L (2) L

(3) D

Q4 (1) CS (1) CS

Critical & Analytical (2) OC (2) OC

Q5 (1) MI (1) MI

Best to Work With (2) D 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Duke NPS

Q6 no clear indication as
to primary parameter

Independence of thought

Q7 (1) MI (1) MI
(2) CS (2) L

Overall Leadershi p (3) OC (3) OC
(4)  D (4) D

2) Content Analysis of Group Videotapes

The descriptors into which protocols are decomposed and

which were used for  develop ing the basic models also

serve as the basis fo r  a scoring procedure  of group

In t e rac t ions . The raw—data  consis ts  of 20—30 minutes

of group i n t e r a c tio n s  on v ideo tape .  The groups were

in the role Df a management  consul t ing  group meet ing

for  a f i r s t  p re l iminary  discussion on a cl ient  company

case in the  absence of the  p ro jec t  leader (comp le te

details are given in the experimental section).

The content categories which were used in the analysis of the group video-

tapes are shown below . 
- 

-

Content Categories Used in the

Analysts of the Group Videota pe

Verbal Coenun icattong :

Opinion : Used when a person is stating hi. own op inion , be l ief , or idea.

fact: Used when, a person is coemunicsttng a fact which is obtained
f rom the casa mate rial.

Question: Used when a person state. a question, lIe usually uses
the word “what ” in the content of the statemen t ,

Suggestion : Used when a person makes .oee suggestion . It is usually
prefaced b y the words ‘ p lease ,’ ‘will” or “le ts”, etc .

- Noise: Used when the communi cation is inaudible or cakes no sense in
the contest of the discu ssion .

Agreement: Used when a person is stating his agreement or approval
of anse previous co cau nic at lon .

________________________________________‘a 
-~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - - ~~~~~ - - - -
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Disa greemest: Used whe’, a person ii stating his disagenement or dIs-
app r oval , or when he is correct in g someone else.

tnco rrsct: Us ed when the state m ent made by a person is factuall y
incorrect.

In ‘ep lete~ O,ed when the statement being made is inco m p lete dus
to an interrupt ion or a failing thought process.

lnt.rrupts (T) : Use d when a person in ter rupts  in a tactful and
police manner by escusing hir’~self to agree , disagree
and/or build on previo us co esma nlcat ion.

Interrupts (0): Used when a person interrupts in a obnoxious manner
by totally ignoring another person speaking, cutting
a person off and/or disagreeing beligerently .

guilds : Used when a person cunrfnues~ wirh another ’s idea.

New Area: Used when a person changes the subject to a d i f f e r e n t  area
not being presentl y discussed.

Ob Track: Used when a person changes the subject to bring the focus
of the d1.cus~ ion back on track.

Direction : Us ed when a pers~ ,e givc. the group direction , suggests Itroc—
tore or order of discussion , tells others what to do, and
keeps things organized.

Catagor ize/Some srine : Used when a person pots some communication in a
spec i f i c  ca t egory and anm .s .srize s previo us s ta t e —
sears.

Cowaic VIec: Used when a person cakes a comment that is directed at the
whole probl em inc1asiv~ ly and not at just one area.

liuaorous: Used when a person makes a joke or invokes laughter of any
kind .

Non v erbal Coxn nunl cat (on:

Length of Communication: Used when a person ’s comnunication is perceived
as being longer in duration than avnrase. A
substantially lone cosoovicatlon Indicates
someone is dom inating the discussio n .

Silence: Used when there is an obvi ou s pause in th e ronv e rsa t i o r. . Note
is taken of who breaks the sIlence and keeps the conversation
going.

Volume : The volume of the communication is scnred if it is perceived
as  be ing p a r t i c u l a r l y loud or soft . A strong voice , along with
a high rate of speech , indicates a person is more aggressive ,
active , dynamic and persuasive.

Gesticulation: A person is scored as to how such hand gesturing he
engages in. A person hig h on gesticulation is seen
as being open and seeking approval.

Eye Contact/Observation: A person i5 scored on the amount of eye contact
he has with other group members while speaking and
while other, are speaking. This is used as a
non verbal measure for listening.

Onientattod : A person is scored on the amount of his forward or background
leaning. Forward leaning I s a  nonverba ’ cue
that the person is more active and intere eted in the on
going discussion. Persons leaning away from the group
convey a more negative attitude Or one of being withdrawn
or auper ior .

Reiavation : A person is scored on the Irn~ u flt of hand and neck relamation
reclining ang le , sideways leaning and leg and arm p osi tion
asyoss e try . Great e r rei.,xation implies self asso ran ce .
dom inance , statues or potency.

Smiling i HEad Hodding : These two behav ior s are scored to indtcsre that
a person is seen as being warm . open , friendly
and seeking approval.

Conf l ict: This category is m e d  if an apparent conflict esis ts between
two or sore archer. of the group.

—. - - — - - - - - — - , . j . _ c , , a . ,  - ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - ‘-fl - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ,.j~~~. - - --  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ usa.,,’
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They represent the classification of the verbal and nonverbal interactions

among group members while discussing the case. In a sense they represent

a sub—set of the inforT ition used by each subject to evaluate the other

members of the group classified in terms of the descriptors obtained from

the protocol analyses. It should be noted that initially only verbal corn—

munfcations were content analyzed and scored and only when matched to an

operationally defined descriptor. It became evident , however , that subjects

were also processing a variety of nonverbal cues for which in general no

operational definitions were available . Subjects for example

evaluated the extent to which other group members were “listening”; seemed

“open and relaxed” ; were “seeking approval” ; were “friendly”; seemed

“intelligent” and so forth. A study of the nonverbal literature indicated

that the nonverbal categories could be reliably scored and thereby increased

significantly the subset of information being processed by the subjects which

could be scored .

Analyzing the content of a group videotape consisted of four time consuming

steps. First the order in which group member speak is written down . The

videotape is viewed twice by two observers who create two sequential lists.

The lists are then compared and any inconsistencies are corrected . In the

second step the audio of the video tape is transcribed.* A sample audio—

video transcript is shown in the appendix . The third step involves scoring

the content of the audio transcript for the verbal interactions in the group .

The scoring consists of recording the type of verbal statement communicated

by each group member. The scoring procedure also involves tracking, when

appropriated , who responds to whose comments. In the fourth and final step

*A thirty minute tape takes a research assistant over 8 hours to t~’anscribe.

_ _ _ _ _ _  -~~~~~~~~~~~~ -—- - - -~~~~~~~~~ —~~~- -~~~~~~~~~~~ --- - - --.-—--— - - - - —-----, - _ _
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the nonverbal interactions are scored by repeated viewing of the videotape.

In this last step the objective is to view the videotape “through” the  eyes

of each group member, This requires repeated viewing of the tape .

In order to check for scoring reliability the principal investigator and a

research associate scored the audio—video transcripts independently .  A

comparison of the categories scored showed that the error factor (i.e. when

two scores did not agree) was less than five percent. The error factor in

scoring the nonverbal communications categories varied by type of category ,

Agreement was high when scoring “length of communication,” “ silence,”

“smiling and nodding,” and “conflict.” The errer rate ranged up to twenty—

five percent for the remaining categories . This was largely attributable

to the difficulty In determining for some group members such nonverbal

dimensions as “eye contact ,” “orientation ,” and “relaxation .”

_  _ __ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~-
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Results

At this time the first phase of the data analysis for Study #1 (Duke subjects)

has been completed . These are presented iii this section . The comparable

analysis for Study #2 was started , however, the results indicate some un-

expected interaction effects, discussed later on, which delayed the analysis

for a period ~‘f time.

In analyzing the data the objective is to use relevant interaction scores

(in accordance with each basic model) to predict the actual aggregate peer

rating rank of eai-h group member. The primary factor , for example, in the

basic model of socIou~ tric question #5 (who do you like best to work wi t’h)

was Mutual Influence. This factor was interpreted as the occurance of give

and take among group members . An attempt by a group member to dominate the

group by imposing his ideas or restricting discussion is viewed as the

negative of what is meant by give and t5-ke . The same is true for a sub-

missive conforming individual who always agrees with someone else’s posi-

tion.

An analysis of the group interactions for Mutual Influence indicates that

give and take is related to the exchange of agreements , disagreements and

building on previously stated ideas or facts etc. It is also necessary to

properly identify individuals who can be described as attempting to dominate

the group. The procedure involved obtaining an aggregate count of the num—

ber of times each individual in a group was scored on “agreement”, “disagree—

ment ” and “bui lding” .

The decision rule for  predicting the peer rankings on question #5 were as

follows : (1.) rank each group according to the aggregate  addi t ive  score

I

~ 
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of “agreements ,” “disagreements” and “building”; (ii) rank group on “dominance”

scale. Least dominating member is ranked highest; (iii) combine the two ranks.

Rule (1) ranks the group members on the primary factor of Mutual Influence.

It uses as a measure the quantity of verbal interactions indicative of a give

and take exchange. Rule (ii) ranks the group on dominating and restriction

behavior. The least dominating member is ranked highest. Rule (iii) achieves

a correction for dominance by combining the two rank orders.

It is on the basis of such naive additive information processing rules that 
-

predictions were made for each group as to their rank order on each socio—

metric question. The results for Study ill for each sociometric question

follow. In each case the decision rules for obtaining the rankings are

stated as well as the Spearman Rank correlation coefficient .

I.

~

‘ ‘ —-—- — — ~~~.. -
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Qi. Who would you go to for he l p on a tough problem?

i’ri.ary par alsare rs — Mu tual Influen ce and Liste ning

i Ia,,i. group on Mutual in f l uence
ii Rank group inversely on Domi nance score

111 Ra,’k group on li stenin g
liii Con .bine rank ings

~~~~~~~~~ j m  
~~~~~ 

inq m Our5’

1 . 3  K 2 l. C C 3

2. .~~ .3. .5 2. .2 C 1

3 . C  J 2 3 . 0  .2 .5

4. K C .S 4. C 1.5

S F S 1 5. N 0 2 -

6. $ F 1 6. Do Do 0

7 .5  0 7 . 5  5 0

6.5

a r — .8125*0 r
5 

— .8839k 
-

Group 13

Real 

~~ ~~~~~~~nki s Ours

1 . s  $ - 1 1 .s  5 .5
2. .7 G —  1 2. tl E 1.33. G 1 3. F El 2
4. Jt Jt 0 4~ P P. 05. rIo .70 0 5. C C 16. P C .9 6. V 0 .5
7 . C  P - .5 7. C U .5

3.5 8.0

— ,93755* r — .857D

croup 16 ~!.~i2_ !1

_______ 

_ !~ !?!u’iIa ~u_~~ ~.L

1. 0 0 1. N N 0

2 . T  .s 2. .2 0 
1

3 S 5’ .5 3. C.
4 g B

4 p £
S. F p 

~:~~° D 0

1.0 7. Cr Cr 0

r — r • .9642 *0 
2.0

a a

Group IS

Real. Rankij~~N Oars di
2 

Real_Rankini! Oars -

l . A  0 1 1 . L  L 0
2. 0 5 1 2. P ,~ p
3. F Rn 3. C F 1.9
4 .C  F 1 4. 8 C 1
S. ho C 1 S . F  Li .5
6. A 05 .5 6. Li A 1.5
7. Da 1. .5 —

6.0
8.3

r — .R482~ r • .82855
5 C

Group 910

Real RankinSs Ours di
2

1. Jo F — 1.9
2. B Jo .5
3. 5 . 5  1
4 . 5  J _ ,5
5. .3 8 2
6 . P  p 0
7. 0 0 0

7.79

r • .86l6~C -

• P ) .0S
Re P ‘ .03
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Q2. Who is pulli ng most for the group ?

Prima ry pars .aters — Mu tual Influenc e and LtsIsistng

I Rank group on Mutua l Influence
ii Rank t roop inve rsel y or Doe i r,ance score
iii Rank grou p on listening

j ilt Conhine ranking.

Group 92

Real Ours di2 Real Our. di2

1. N N .5 1. J  C 3
2. .lo Jo .5 2. C C 0
3. .7 .7 0 3 M  .2 2.54. C’ C 0 4 . 6  N . .5
5 . 5  S 0 S . D  0 0
6 .5  K 0 6 .5  Do 1
7. 1 £ 0 7. Do 5 1

1.0 17.5

5’ — .9521N ~ r .6875

Ours

1 . 5  S 1 1 .5  5 , .5
2. J C —  1 2 . 8  F .5
3. 0 .7 0 3. 51 51 1
4. .It Jt 0 4 .p  P 0
S. P Jo 2 5. C C 1
6. C C .5 6. U 0 0
7. Jo P 3.9 7. D U 0

8.5 2.5
— .5357 — ,9554ss

Group 97

Peal Ours di 2 Real Ours di
2

1. 0 D 0 1. 5 N 0
2 . 5 ’ ,, S .5 2 . 0  C 0
3. S 5’ .5 3. .7 ,, .7 .54. P .5 4, $ 6 .5S. ~ .s 5. 0 Jo 1

6. Jo D 1
1.0 7 . Ge Cr 0r —  ,95.7fl*

2.5

r • ,9554s.

3. 5 0 .5 1. C i I
2. D A .5 7. L P 2
3. F Ro 1 3. A F 1.9
4 . R n  F 1 4, p C 2.9
5. Os C 1.5 5. F 1.1 .5
6. P. 05 1.9 6. LI 2. 1.5
7 .C  A .5 —

— 16.0
7.5

r — .8661s r — .3429
Group *1.0

Real Ours di2

1 .5  5 ,, .5
2. Jo Jo .5
3. P $ 2
4 . J  .7 .5
S. $ 8 3.5

~~. P p o
7. 0 D 0

7.0

• .87S0’

• P ‘ .05a a p p 0 3
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Q.3 Who I. best at handling peop le?

Pr imary paramarers — Not ua l Influen ce and Li aten tag

I Rank sloop on Mstu3 l Influence
ii lank group t , .ne rse l y on Domi nan e score
iii Rank group on l is t e ni ng
ii ii Combine rankin gs

Group Ii

Real Our. 4 j 2 
Peal Clues do

1. N II .5 1. C C 3
2. .7o Jo 1 2. .7 C 1
3. .7 .7 .5 3. N .7 1.5
4 £  C 1 4. C N .9 -S. C $ 1 5. 0 0 0
6 . 1  2 6. Do Do 0
7. 5 £ 0 7 . g £ 0

7 .5 12.5
— .86615 C • .7768k

V Group *3 Group #4

Ours dt~ Ours di~

1. .3 S .5 1 . 5  S .3
2 . G  C .5 2. 5 E .5
3. S .2 2 - 3. El El, 1
4. .7t 0 4, P P 0
S. C , Jo 2 5. U C 2
6. P C,, 1 S. C  0 .5
7. Jo P .5 7, 0 • 0 1.5

9.75 8.0r — .8259k C1 — .857 1k

Group 96 Gro~~j~
Peal Ours di 2 Real Ours di 2

1 . 0  0 0 1 . 1 4  14 0
2 . 5  S .5 2. C G 0

9 3 . ?  5’ .5 3 . 0  .7
4. p F .5 4, J B 1
S. S P .5 5. B Jo .5

— 6. Jo 0 2.5
1.0 7. Ge Cr 0

T — .9500*
• .8482*

Peal Oars di2 
Real Ours d12

1. P 0 1 1. C 3. 2
2. 0 P 1 2. P P 0
3. F ho .5 3, 1. F .3
4. Rn F .5 4. F C 2~95. C C 0 5. A Li 0
6. 2. Os 0 5, Li A 0
7. Da A 0 — —

— 10~ 5
2.5

— •935400 r — .,ooo5 a
Group 910

Peal Ours dt 2

3. Jo K 
- 

2.5 V

2. 8 Jo .5
3. $ $ .5
4. 5 J 3.9
5~ p B 2
6. .7 P 3
7. 0 0 0

14.0

r — .75005
S -

~~p 3 .09
•~~P )  01

— -- —.--— -— ~~~~~~~ ,~~~~~~~~
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Q.4 Whu has the ab i l i t y  to think 50.1 cl i ti ~ .ol l y and analytic all y ?

Pri m a ry parameter. - Cate g orizing and Sumaorlzing, Overall and Coisprehensiva
Vi ew.

i Lank grou p on ca te~ u riztng and suros art zing scores
Ii Rank group on overall and comprehensive view scone.

iii Combine the two r..rrklrigs

L

Growl. Ii

Real Ours , d1
2 peal Ours di2

1. .7 Jo 1 1. P1 II 0
2. Jo .7 1 2. .7 C 1
3. C C 0 3. C .7 3
4. 14 K 0 4. G C 0
S. $ g 0 5. 0 0 0
5. 5 5 0 6. Do 7 1
7. 5 5 0 7. s Do 1

2.0 4.0

— .9643” — .9286*’
S S

Group I) Crou~ jj

Peal Our. di
2 Peal Ours oil 2

1. .7 .7 0 1. $ 7 .9
2. $ S 0 2. 7 p .3
3. 6 C 0 3. P g 2
4. Jo .35 1 4. 51 51 0

.75 Jo 1 5. C ,, c , 0
6. P p 0 6. U V 0
7. C C 0 7. 0 0 0

2.0 ‘ — 9196” ~~~
5 .9643~

5 r

!sai 
~~~~~ ~~a! ~~~~

1. 5’ 0 1 1. .7 .3 0
2. ii 5’ 1 2. N N 0
3. S 5 0 3. 6 B 3
4. P P 0 4. .70 C 1
5. 5 £ 0 5. D 0

6. B Jo 2

— ~~~~~~~~ 

2.0 7. 

r — .750O~ 14.0

~ roup IS

Ou r-.

3. 0 D 0 1. L F 2.5
2. R Rn 2 2. P L 1.3
3, F F 0 3, A P .5
4. ho a 2 4. F C 1
S. C C .9 5. C Li 1
6. A A .5 6. X4 2. 2 .5
7. Da Da I —

— 17.0
‘.5

— .8304’ 5 — .5143

Real Our. di 2

3
2. Jo .7 1.5 V

3. 8 .70 0
4. £ 5 1
5. $ 8 2.5
6. P P .5
7. 0 0 0

15.7

— .8661

* F 3 .09
• ‘ P ) ,Ol

-
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Q.S With whom can you work best?

Primary fact or — Mutua l Influ enre

i Rank gr oup on Mutual Influence scores
ii Ra nk group reversely on doc.ln.nce score

iii Combine the rankings

Group $1 GrOup #2

Real Ours 6k2 Real Ours 6k2

l . N  N .5 1, C C 2
2. Jo Jo .5 2, .2 C 1
3. 3 S 1 3. C 3 1
4. S .3 1 4, Do 0 1
S .C  C .5 5. 0 K 1
6. K 5 .5 6, N tOo 2
7. 5 5 0 7, 7 7 0

3.0 12,0
— .9464” r~ — .7857’

Group $3 Group 94

Real Ours di~ Real Ours ,it2

1. S C 1 1. S 5 .5
2. 6 S 1 2~ S S .5
3. 35 .35 0 3. El P 2
4. C .2 1 4. C 51 .5
5. .7 Jo 2 5, P C .9
6. .3* C 1 6. 0 U
7. P P 0 7, 0 0

8.0~ 7,0

— .8571’ r — .8750’
a S

Group 06 Group 07

Real Our s oit
2 

Real. Ours oiI
2

1. P P 0 1. N C I
2. S S .9 2 . 6  B 2 V
3 . 0  0 .5 3. Jo N 2 

V

4.! 1’ 1 4. B 2
5. 5’ 5 1 5. D Jo 2

V — 6, .3 D .9
2.5 7. Cr C 0

r .7500 
r ” .6875

Croup *9

Real Ours oii
2 Real Ours 61.

2

l . A  Cl 2 1, L . 3. 0
2. F Rn 2 2, C P 2
3. 0 P. 2 3. A C
4. 60 F 2 4 , P  A 1,5
5. C Os 2 5, Li F 1
6. A C 1 6, F Li 1
7. Os 1. 1 i-.,—-

— 5,5
22 .0

— .7571
— .6071

Group #10

Peal Ours di 2

1. 5 Jo 1
2. Jo F 2
3 .8  5 0
4. 5 B 3
5. p o
6. .1 .7 0
7. 0 0 0

14

r~. .7500’

* P 3 .05
s’ P 3 .01
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Q.7 Who shoa l th~ best overal l leadership ?

Pr ima ry factor s — Mutual Influeore , Categorizing and Suuzs.rtring ,
Ov#rall and Cosprr-honaive view , giving direction.

I Rank group on Mutua l lot l,~ -urr , s cores,  Cate go r i z i ng and
$u Jrt zlng. Overal l cno ’proi~eustve view and direction

ii bank grou p inv~ rset y on do~ i n.unce secoea
lit Combin e the rankings

Group *2

Real Our. di 2 Real Ours di
2

1. 1* N 0 l . J  C 1
2. .3 Jo 1 2. C J 1
3. Jo .1 1 3 . 6  6 0 -

4. $ S 0 4. 0 p 0
S. C C 0 S. It K 0
5.  ~ K 0 6. Do Do (I
7. 5 5 0 7. 5 5 0

r — .9643°’ r — .9643”
S a

croupj~ - Group •4

Real Ours di
2 Real Ours di

2

1. S .7 1 1. S £ 1

2 . J  S 1 2 . 5  S 1
3. C C 0 3. P P o

‘‘ ~t 
0 4. LI El ,,

9. P C 1 5. C C .5

S . C  P 1 S . D  p

7 . J o 1.o 0 7 .U  U 0

— .c2s6•~ — 9554**
5 5

Crc~~~~~7

Real Ours di 2 Real Ours di2

1 . 5 ’  tO 1 1. 04 C 1

2. D 5’ 1 2. 6 N 1

3. p P 0 3. .3 tO I

4. S S 0 4. D .3 1

5. 5 5 0 5. Jo .lc. 1
— 6 . 5  8 0
2 7. Gr Cr 0

r — .90000’
S 4.0

Croop ‘~ 
(r ou~~j~

Ours di2 Real Ours di 2

. 1. 1 0 1 l . C  C 0
2 .0 7 1 2 . F  1. 1.5

F 1 3 . L  F S
4.F P0 1 4 . P  p V

S .C C 0 S .A  Li
6 .D a A -  .5 6. Li A
7 .A Os .5 —

— 4.7$
4.5

.9196” • .8643’

~~!0N1P V ) O

Ira 1 Pi’ir
I. Jo 5 1
2.1 £ I
3, 7 Jo 2
4.J .7 .5
5.5 5 0

P 0
7 .0 D 0

8.29

‘ —

• P ) .05
asp a Al 

-. 
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An examination of the results indicates that overall these naive additive

models obtain satisfactory results regarding aggregate predictions of the

peer rankings in each group . This holds true for all, the sociometric ques-

tions except for question #6 “who whows the greatest independence of thought?”

No primary parameters were obtained from the protocol analyses and as a re-

sult no simple model could be tested.

It should also be noted that for Duke University subjects in Study 1~l the

sociometric questions — “who would you go to on a tough problem?” , “who

is pulling most for the group?”, and “who is best at handling peop le?” —

apparently have the same meaning. This became clear from the analyses of

the protocols and is supported by the empirical tests of the model. All

three questions employed the same basic model.

A comparison of the protocol analyses between the two studies shows that

the NPS subjects differentiated more clearly between the sociornetric ques-

tions (see summary of key parameters on page ). Of particular interest

was the inclusion of a third dimension that of giving direction for the

sociometric questions — “who is pulling most for the group ?” , “who is best

at handling people?”, and “with whom can you work best?” . Similarly, in

evaluating overall leadership the NPS subjects considered listening as a

primary factor but excluded the factor of categorizing and summarizing .

The NPS protocol analyses also provided clues that the NPS subjects were

also processing other information (which did not appear to be of primary

importance) in evaluating their peers. Specifically,  it appears that the

NPS peer ratings are affected by the service ranks of the participating

of f i ce r s .  The data on the officer rank of the NPS subjects was not originally

collected at Monterey . Subjects came to the experimental session dressed

- 
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casually in civi lian clothing and in almost every case were strangers to one

another. The ranks of the participating officer students were subsequently

obtained and a preliminary chi—square analysis indicates the existence of a

rank effect. This suggests that the NPS subjects had a means for assessing

the service ranks of their peers , that these ranks influenced their peer

ratings evaluation and yet, the utilization of this information was not

clearly and repeatedly articulated in their protocols .

Discussion

The results to—date can be viewed as strongly supportive of the experimental

approach taken in this research . The naive additive models used in Study #1

seem to capture the essential information which is being processed by the

subjects. The results might have an important input to the design of socio—

metric instruments and other questionnaires regarding the meaning attributed

by subjects to question items.

More Important are the potential implications to the large body of research

on leader behavior . Specifically the “Mutual Influence” factor is not given V

explicit recognition in the consideration — in i t ia t ing s t ructure  l i te ra ture .

Yet , “Mutual  Influence” seems to be a primary factor in our subjects ’ leader— - -

ship attribution process. In addition the results may provide clearer and

more operationally defined descriptors for is meant by Consideration and

Initiating Structure.

The results to—date also raise some important questions? For example , what

accounts for the differences in results between the two studies?; the officer

rank effect In Study #2?; do individual differences affect the basic models

when these are used to predict Individual peer ratings? It is hoped that

these and other issues will be investigated in later phases of this research ,

- - V
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EXPER! MENTAL PROCEDURE

Overview

The procedure In these studies was adapted from Akula (1969). The

experimental  environment simulated managerial  decision making . It was chosen

because the predictiveness of evaluations “depends i n par t  upon how close—

ly the rated activities simulate real—life leadership situations .” (Roadroan ,

1964 , p . 2 l l) .  The sociometric instrument used In this research was composed

of 9 items that  Hollander ( 1965), Weitz  (1958), and Roadman (1964) found to

be valid predic tors  of fu tu re  performance.

Two studies were conducted; the first with Duke University students as

subjects, the second with naval officers at the Naval Postgraduate School

in Monterey. Subjects were members of seven—person teams partici pating in

a management simulation , in which they wet e  to assume the role of management

consultants , hired by a hypothetical company , to review the present s t a t e  of

the company, analyze its problems and arrive at initial recommend,ations to

be made to management . In order to make sure that  no person was pre—

designated as the group leader they were to convene in the absence of the

project team leader. Ten such teams were run in each s tudy .  Ten out of

the total twenty were to be used as a control groups to test the predictive

validity of the peer rating models being developed .

Each simulation required approximately two and a half consecutive hours

to comp lete. A total  of six phases com prised the entire procedure . In

phase one, subjects received an orientation. Phase two, case material was

read individually by each student. Phase thr ee , the company ’s present s tate

was jointly discussed and ana lyzed to arrive at pre l iminary  recommendations.

Phase four , subjects viewed themselves on videotape. Phase five, subjects

comp leted the nine item peer evaluations form. Phase six , p rotocols were

obtained for each of the nine questions in each of the two studies . -
V
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Phy si cal S ,~~~,n

Subjects were seated in a s emi—cir c l e  facing the videotape camera . Recent

research indicates that this physical arrangement is not de t r imenta l  to group

behaviors (Lonetto , 1973):

Microphone

\ O O

_ _  ‘0  
V

V 1  00
0 :

Videotape Recorder

r V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i~~~~~ VV ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Pilot Tests

Four pilot tests were also conducted at Duke, the objective was to perfect

the researcher’s skills in obtaining protocols , and to perform complete trial

runs of the entire simulation and experimental procedure. Certain adjustments

were made in the orientation instructions , seating, completion of viewing the

videotape, the peer evaluation instrument, etc. These prel.minary tests were

important and useful learning experiences to the researchers. No pilot tests

were run at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey .

Study #1: Duke University Subjects

All subjects for this phase of the research were summer school students

at Duke University. They ranged in age from 19 to 21. The sex mix was not

controlled, resulting in a random distribution of males and females for each

of the test teams. All 65 participants were paid volunteers. Ten testing

sessions were scheduled wi th seven—person teams in each . Full attendance

was assured by over—scheduling each test session ‘
~
y one or two persons. If

eight persons showed up f or the testing , one ;aember was assigned to be the

project team leader who was subsequently excused after the individual reading

of the case. Despite these extra efforts , on occasion , the groups were short 
V

one subject.

Prior acquaintanceship was minimized as much as possible. However, on

occasion two friend s did participate in the same group . Before the start of

each test session the researcher would obtain an indication of prior aquain—

tanship and/or friendships.

Procedure

Phase One:

For orientation purposes , subjects were told that they were involved In

an exercise examining how a group approaches an unstructured problem situation .

Is ~~~~
.
~~
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They were told what the entire process would involve, briefly describing each

V -
- 

phase of the exercise. (It was also Imparted that they would be videotaped) .

It was stressed that we were not interested in anything about them as indivi-

duals. Only first names were used insuring anonymity . They were asked to

make an effort to match the names wi th  the faces of the other members in the

group to facilitate later recall. Each participant wore a name tag bearing

only his or her first name. (See appendix for introduction sheet).

Phase Two:

Case material was distributed along with a pencil and writing pad for

note taking if desired . Approximately 20 minutes were allowed for reviewing

the case. (see appendix for case)

Phase Three:

Instructions for this step in the experiment were reread . Subjects were

told that they were now to convene as a project staff meeting to prepare pre-

liminary recommendations. They were also meeting in the surprise absence of

the project team leader who was called away on urgent business. If an eighth

team member was present, he was excused at this time as the leader.

The videotape was then started . Discussion was stopped after 20 to 30

minutes.

Phase Four:

Here the videotape of the group discussion was replayed for 10 to 15

minutes. This was for the purpose of letting the subjects see how they

functioned as a group and to refresh their memories as to what was said .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Phase Five:

The peer evaluation instrument was distributed. Subjects were asked

to disperse around the room in order to fill out the questionnaires in

4 greater privacy. The peer rating instrument consisted of nine items selected.

from those Hollander (1965), Weitz (1958), and Roadman 1964, found to be

valid predictors of managerial success.

The questions were as follows :

1. Who would you prefer to go to for help on a tough

problem (Weitz)?

2. Who is pulling most for the group? (Weitz)

3. Who is best at hand ling people (Weitz)

4. Who has the most ability to think critically and analytically?

(Roadman)

5. With whom can you work best? (Weitz)

- - 6. Who makes the bes t general impression? (Roadman)

7. Who has the widest breadth of knowledge and interests? (Roadman)

8. Who shows the greatest independence of thought? (Roadman)

9. Who has the best overall leadership qualities (Roadman)

Subjects were asked to exclude themselves and rank the members in their group

from first to last on each of the questions in their booklet.

Although the set of questions in the peer rating instrument consisted of nine items,

each booklet contained only eight. The missing question was completed during

the protocol session. In order to get an equal number of protocols for all nine

measures, the omitted question alternated in each booklet. For further expla—

nation, see design of questionnaire below. (samples of questionnaire booklet

are available on request from the researchers). 
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Phase Six:

After the questionnaire was completed , each subject was taken to a separate

office to be Interviewed privately . At the start of the interview , permission

was obtained for recording the session and the subject was told that he could
V 

listen to the tape at the conclusion of the interview if he desired . The

recorder was then started to get the subject comfortable with a tape recorder

before the actual question was asked.

He was then told that the researchers’ main interest was the thought pro-

cess involved in making a decision . The subject would be asked to think aloud ,

to verbalize his thoughts, as he answered a question similar to the ones in the

questionnaire. He was to say whatever came into his mind , however silly, im-

polite , irrelevant , fragmentary or unimportant. And whenever he should fall

silent for more than a moment he would be asked “to please talk 

Next a practice question was tried to give the subject an idea of wha t

it was like to verbalize his or her thoughts. The problem used was a simple

cryptarithmetic problem . Subjects were to solve~by thinking out aloud , the

values of the letter B, 0, and J , given the value of the letter E and the

numeral value of the sum :

B O B

+ J O E

6 2 7  E = 3

After the subjects completed solving the trial problem , it was reviewed ,

pointing out the entire thought process i.e. “you said, or should have said ,

‘since E = 3, and this is addition, 7 minus 3 equals 4, therefore , B = 4 be-

cause 4 + 3 equals 7,, ’ etc.” what the researchers were after was a statement 
-

of the entire chain of thoughts.
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Next the relevant experimental sociometric question was presented . The

subject was told to think back of the group interaction , and again, excluding

V 
himself , to rank the members in his group from first to last remembering to

verbalize everything that he is thinking . The question was then read to the

subject and also presented on a 7”x9” index card placed before hIm for refer-

ence. In additIon the groups seating arrangement was made available to the

subject to help him in remembering who was who. (see appendix for interview

instructions).

Dur ing the subjects verbal repor t , the interviewer would write down what

appeared to be non operational statements and short hand labels for complete

thought process strings that the subject would verbalize in his evaluations .

Examples are the use of labels such as “ intelligen t ” , “f ri endl y ” , e tc .  The

meanings of these words or phrases were then exp lored with the subject at the

end of the protocol session.

At the conclusion of the interview , when the subject had no more thoughts ,

all questions or comments that he might have concerning the experiment were

answered ; and he was allowed to listen to his recording . Subjects ~scre in-

formed that the results of their peer evaluations (i.e. how they were perceived

by their group members) would be available upon request. Only aggregate ranks

were reported to maintain anonymity.

Design of Peer Rating Questionnaire

As was noted earlier , each questionnaire booklet contained eight of the

nine sociometric measures, with one question systematically omitted from each

booklet. The procedure was constructed in such a way that the subject wou ld

have an unfamiliar question for which to give a protocol . Table 1 Illustrates

this procedure. Table 2 summarizes the number of protocols obtained for

each question by group.

- -—

~
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Study #1

o 1 2  3 4  5 6 7 8 9

Subject 1 x x  x Q x  x x x  x

S2 x x x x x x x x

S3 x x x x~~~x ~~~ x x x

s4 ~ x~~~~~~~x x x

S5 x x x x x x x x

S
6 X X X X x x x x

S7 x x x x x x x

Table 1: The Circled X was the question omitted from questionnaire and used
for protocol.

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 ~~~~~~~~~~

Group // l X X X X X X X

V G2 X X X X X X X

G3 x X X X X X X
: L 

G4 X X X X X X X

G5 X X X X X X

G6 X X X X X

C7 X X X X X X X

08 x X X X x x x

~ ~ 

x x x x x x

Total # of
protocols 7 6 8 8 8 8 8 7 6

Table 2. The X ’s represent the protocols collected by question and by group. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V - 
V I .
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Stud y // 2: Nava l Postgraduate Schoo1~~~ti1~3ec ts

The sixty—two (62) of ficers* were non paid volunteers  randoml y

selected and scheduled by their commanding officers. All subjects were

newly admitted students to the various programs in Administrative and

Quantitative science offered at the NPS . They represented various

branches of the armed services including the U.S. Army , U.S. Air Force ,

U.S.  Coast Guard , U.S. Marine Corps , as well as the Navy . Within the

Navy several branches were represented including intelligence , supp ly

corps , submarines , pilots , surf ace war fare , Aero Engineering, etc. They

ranged in rank from LTJG to Commander in the Navy and from 1st Liutenant

to Major for the other services.

As in Study #1 an attempt was made to control for  prior acquaintance—

ships and friendships. This was done by scheduling the experimental ses—

sions during orientation week — the first week — of the second q u a r t e r .  In

addition, the groups were composed of subjects from the various services

and branches thus further minimizing the chance of prior acquaintanceshi ps

and/or friendships occuring wi th in  an experimental group.  Direct  ques t ion—

1mg of the subjects during the experiment indicates that with the exception

of two instances no prior friendships, were reported .

Procedure

All phases in Study #2 were the same as those in Study #1 except

for the following changes:

(1) experimental sessions were conducted concurrently in two separate

studios .

*One subject was a civilian and one was from the United Kingdom .

-- ___ _
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(2) Based on a preliminary analysis of the data from Study #1,

the sociometrics “who makes the best general impression?” and “Who

has the widest breadth of knowledge and interests?” were omitted from

Study #2.  It was decided that  these two questions were irrelevant

to the subjects in the current experimental situation .

(3) In conjunction with the on—going research of Professor John

Senger at the Naval Postgraduate School, various personality tests were

administered to all in—coming students registered for the required

Organizational Behavior course. This Included all the subjects in

Study #2. The students ’ “Mail Center Codes” were used to relate the

subjects scores on these tests to our experimental groups and their

peer rankings , and at the same time protect the subjects ’ privacy

and anonymity.

The tests administered included: the Edwards Personality Preference

Schedule, the California Psychological Inventory , the Least—prefered

Coworker Score, a test for Machiavellianism, and the F—test for authori-

tarianism.

Design of Peer Ranking Questionnaire

The design of the questionnaire was the same as in Study #1. Below

Table 3 summarizes the number of pro tocols obtained for each question by

group.

_ _  

t
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Study #2

Q 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Group #l X X X X X X

G2 X X X X X X X

G3 X X X X X X X V

G4 X X X X X

G5 X X X X X X X
G6 X X X X X X X

G7 X X X X X jC

C8 X X X X

G9 X X X X X X X

GlO X X X X X X

Total # of
protocols 7 9 10 8 9 9 10

Table 3. The X’s represent the protocols collected by question and
by group.

I
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APPENDIX

Sample Experimental Instructions and Materials:

Instructions to groups

Case material : Universal Wicket Inc . Case

Instructions for protocol interview

Sample cards with questions asked for protocol

Sample seating chart given to subject

Peer evaluation instrument (Duke)

Peer evaluation instrument (NPS )

Data Analysis:

Sample protocols (Duke)

Sample protocols (NPS)

Transcript of group discussion (Duke)

Transcript of group discussion (NPS)

Soclometric descriptors (Duke)

Soc iometr ic descr iptors (NP S )

-

~ 

-
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SAMPLE EXPERI MENTAL IN STRUCTIONS

AND MATERIAL S

_ _ _  -- - - - 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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V
1j~~~~~

tV
V
r

V 1t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V
t ~ Cro~ps:

This is an exercise on i-iow a provisional group approaches
an unstructured problem situation. You will be given a
description of a case concerning a hypothetical company ,
first to be read individually, then to be discussed by
the group .

The group Interaction will be recorded on videotape for
the  purpose  of o b t a in i n g  a record of the group d ynamics .
You ~:Ill view the tape at the conclusion of the  group
d i s cu s s i o n .  This f i r s t  phase of the exe rc i s e  wi l l
probab ly  t ake  about  an hour and a h a l f .

A f t e r  v iewing the  group i n t e rac t ion  we shall ask each
of you to  f i l l  out a short  ques t ionna i re  concern ing
your pe rcep t ion  of f e l l ow  p a r t i c i p a n t s .  L a s t l y ,  we
shal l  In te rv iew each of you ind iv idua l ly .

The entire process should take approximate ly  two and a
half hours , perhaps less.

Flc~ s~ understand that- we are not interested in any th ing
about you as an indiv~ dual. The data and results of this
e x pc r i m cr V lt will be kept  anonomyous by us ing  on ly  f~ rst
names .  We do ask you to please :aa -~e an e f f o r t  to match
the names W~~~tV h the faces  of the other  member s  in the
gr oup .

D i s t r i b u t e  case V

Stop after 20 minutes
Reread Step Two instructions

STEP TWO (20 mInutes) Group Interaction

Convene as a project staff meeting to prepare preliminary
recommendations to Mr. Pex . Assume that you and your colleagues V

are meeting in the surprise absence of Mr. 
________________, the

project team leader who was unexpectedly called away on ct-her
urgent business.

Discuss the situation of UWI as a group with the objective
of determining a preliminary statement regarding the natur e of
the problems fac ing  UWI and a statement of the recommendation
to be made by DMA to UWI .
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UNIVERSAL W 1CKE T I N C .  CASE

Ins t ruc t ions

You and your fellow group members are the staff of a
consulting team from Duke Management Associates. Your V

project team has been called in to .trouble—shoot a com-
pany called Universal Wicket Inc., which has been ex per i-
encing certain management difficulties. The originating
letter from UWI ’s c-r esident to your f irm and a general
descript ion of the  s i t u a t i o n  are a t t a ched .

Please work as fo l lows :

STEP ONE (30 m in u t e s )  Ind iv idua l  Prepara t ion

Read the attached materials individually and try to
j ot d own your own thoughts  on Universal  W icket ’ s prob lems
for t he  coming meet ing . I d e n t i f y  problems and t ry  to out-
l ine possible  ac t ions  for  a so lu t ion . Ee prepared to share
your f ind ings  w i t h  the res t of the group . Some attent ion
to the  f i n a n c i a l  and organizacional information provided
should prove helpful.

STEP TWO (~.O min~ites) Group Interaction - 
V

Convene as a project staff meeting to prepare preliminary V

recommendations to Mr. Pex. Assume that you and your colleagues V

are meeting in the surprise absence of Mr. 
______________

, the
projec t  t e a m  leader who was unexpec tedly  called away on e the r
urgent bus ines s .

Discuss the s i tua t ion  of UWI as a group with~ the o b j e c t i v e
9f determining a preliminary statement regarding the nature of
the problems facing UWI and a statement of the recommendations
to be made by DMA to UWl . - — — - 

V
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UNIVE R SAL ~:iC~iF T I ~:c. 1231 Wr ight  B l v d . ,  Da~;t on , Ohio

Off ice  of the Presiden t  -

April 11, 1976

Senior Partner V

Duke Management Associates 
V

Durham , North Carolina 27706

Dear Sir: V

As you are perhaps  aware from the current c over story in
bu sin ess ~ cek , Unive r sa l  Wicket ’ s p r o f i t s  took a s u b s t a n t i a l
turn for tL worse t h i s  year , as we experienced our f i r s t
operating loss since 1932, This is a mat ter of som e conc ern
here and my financial vice president and I would like to
engage your firm to conduct a managerial audit of UWI . Our
company believes strongly in the principle of external review
and , if you are amenable to taking on our accoun t, we wo u ld
like your study to consider the following specific areas:

FACTFINDING. Prepare an assessment of s t r e n g t h s  and V

weaknesses as you see them , within the respect-lye departments.
Look for organizational slack , inefficiency , hidden assets , V

and so on. DescrIbe the nature of wha t might be called
underlying problem . 

V

DIRECTION . Give seine thought to the company as a whole
and what we might do to improve our posit ion.

I am looking to your study to provide me wi th  d e f i n i t e  
V

action decisions to correct our current problems and restore V
V profitability . V V

I have directed our financial vice president to enter
into contract negotiations with you regarding the scope ,
duration , anc cos t of the study.  He has f inal authority
for these negotiations.

Sincerely ,

- A. Pex
Pre sident

k V V~~~~~~~~ V V.~~~ V~~~~~~~~~ V - V V _____
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V DELETIONS AS MARKED

Badkground of Universal Wicket , Inc.

Universal Wicket , Inc . is a 53—year—old specialized company
engaged in manufacturing and selling recreational supplies.
During its history it has failed to show a profit only dur-

V ing the years l932—3-~l. It began by producing croquet sets ,
and i n recen t years has divers if ied into closely allied
lines , includIng above—ground swimming Spools . Its largest -

seller at the present time is the 108—grain professional—
3 

model flying sauc er.

During the fiscal year just conc luded , Universal Wicket
showed an operating loss of over $500,000 on sales of just —

over $26,000,000 . The cash on hand has decrease d , but not
markedly . Current cash account is about $1 million; weekly
payroll is ~l50 ,fl00. The stockholders and board members ,
as well as m c - ~-~ .

V -!t and labor , are deeply concerned about
the operating loss. r~ost people in tJ~e organization feel
that immediate remed~a1 action is required .

The company president not only feels this pressure but he
also feels a definite commitment to getting the company
on the upward track again. He knows that the situation
cannot cont inue as It is now .

He and the executive vice—president , who serves as V—P Finance
and who works closely with h im on overall ccm ra~:y affalr~~,- have been given as much latitude as they need by t n e  bca~ d
of directors. They can deal with the various problems and
formulate any new policies they wish.

In addition to the president and vice—president , Universal
Wicket has the following functional group s , each headed by
a vice— president:

V 1. Research
2. ProductIon V

3. Personnel
~l. Sales V

5. ~arkating

Br ief t h um bna i l sk etches of the present situation in each
V 

of the five major departments of Universal Wicket follow .

- -- 
- 

V -- 
~~- V~~~~ V~~~_____
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Mar~ etirig Dc-part.ment SituatIon

1. This is a sophisticated market research group that has
developed t e am skills at stay ing ahead of the competi tion
In developing new markets.

2. The competition has cut into sales through lower prices
on merchandise f irst introduced to the mar ket by Universal. V

3. The department which is also ~in charge of advertising
has not been able to dec id e on p laces where future ad-
vertising dol la rs  would  be best  spent .

Sales Department Situation

H 1. The Sales Department Includes fifty field representatives ,
almost evenly divided between men who formerly sold other

V items (a ppliances , clothing, and the like ) and men who
taught recreation before joining Universal. -

2. Sales to department stor es hav e decreas ed as more former
recreational personnel have joined the sales force.

V 3. Sales to schools and institutions hav e increased as former
recreational personnel have joined the c-om~any .

Production Department Situation

1. During the past fiscal year , production was up 20 percent
over the preceding year.

2. Labor costs , however , rose by 2~ percent during t r e  y e a r ,
largely due to increa sed over~ lme and time loss through
mechanical failure.

3. The rate of rejec~.ion of finlshed products increased by
l~ percent from retailers and 19 per-cent from sales
per sonnel.

Personnel Department Situation -

1. Through the efforts of its Personnel Department , Ur.iversai
Wic ket has developed the reputation of’ beIng an excellent
place to wor k.

2. CompetitIon from other organizations arid a slight increase
In turnover have put added straln on the de~ artn~ent In itsefforts to recruit top qualIty people.

~~. The- de~ ar:r-.ent nas recently begun to  cx~~eri~~cr.t ~•:~

new management aeveio~ment programs ; not enougn ~i:’.e has
passed to evaluate the results. 

V - -  — V~~~~~~- 
- - - -. — V
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Research Department Situation

- 1. During the past two years the Research Department has
developed more patents than any c om pany in the recrea-
tional field .

V 2.  Only t hree of a total of fifty-six patents have reached
V the product ion stage .

3. Only one of thoSe three items has been put on sale ,
with sales results thus far inconclusIve and un-
exciting.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ V V V _V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_1
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Instructions for Protocol Interview

Debr ief ing  stat € -ment

This Interview is being taped for later reference.  If you wish ,
at the end of your verbal report , you may listen to the tape.

Start tape: report group # and s u b j e c t’ s name

What we are interested In now is your thought process when
you make a dec is ion .

We want you to th ink  aloud , ve rba l i ze  your thoughts , as you
answer a quest ion similar to the  ones on the ques t ionna i r e .

Say whatever comes to your mind , however silly , impolite ,
irrelevant , unimpor tant  or f ragmenta ry . Whenever you fa l l  s i len t
for more than a mom ent I will ask you to “please talk” .

We will first give you a practice question to give you some
experience with verbalizing your thoughts.

Give subject copy of B 0 B ‘ Cry p t a r lt h m e t i c :
problem on separate + J 0 E Human Problem Solving

• sheet of paper 6 2 7

You are given that E 3 ,  and you must figure out what the values are
of the remaining letters , B, 0, and J; such that tbe~r sum equal s
627 . Remember to say whatever come s to your mind as you do your
figuring and make your decisions.

Subject respon ds -

Now the other question. Excluding yourself , think of the group
V interaction and rank the members in your group from first to last ,

again remembering to verbalize everything that ycu are thinking as
you answer this quest ion:

Read question into tape (be sure it~sthe question missing from subject’ s
booklet!)

I

—•- ~~ — — ———~~~~~~ p-V--- -
~~
—--.- -
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- 

Sample Cards with Questions Asked for Protocol

- 

•1 
_

V ~~~~~~~~ 
T&~~1t+ P~~BLH~~ 

V

f 
V

C R T ~~~~T~~MET~C Pe~BLE~t~:

BO B
- i-T O E
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Group S
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PEER EVALUATION IN STRUMENT (DUKE )

For each question please rank the order of all six members
of your group on the following items; exclude yourself.

1. Who would you prefer to go to for help on a tough problem?

1st 
_________________________________________________

2nd ____________________________________________

3rd ____________________________________________

1lth V

5th _______________________________________________

6th ___________________________ 
V

2. Who Is pulling most for the group ? V

1st _______________________________________________ 
V

2nd -

- 3rd 
-

lith __________________________________________

- 5th ____________________________________________

6th ____________________________________________

3. Who is best at handling people? . . -

1st _________________________________________________

2nd V

3rd ______________________________________________

~lth - • . .

5th ___________________________________________

6th _____________________________________________

Il. Who has the most ability to think critically and analyt ical ly?

1st _______________________________________________ 
V

2nd 
V

3rd _______________________________________________

1~th 
-

5th 
.

6th

V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -V—-V=— - — -~~ 
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. V

5. With whom can you work best? -- - 
. -

1st V 

. 
V

2nd ________________________________________

3rd V

- . 
V

V 

.5 th -
V 6th V

6. Who makes the best general Im pressIon?

1st - V

2nd •

3rd _________________________________ 
I

;

1lth - 
V

5th - V

6th ______________________________________

7. Who has the widest breadth of knowledge and- Interests? V

1st -

2nd 
V

3rd - 

V

~th V 
- V

- 5th - 
V
. 

V

6th ______________________________________ 
V

8. Who shows the greatest Independence of thought? V

1st - 
V

• 2nd -

3rd _________________________________________

1lth _______________________________________ 
V

5th V

.

6th .
. -

L -_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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9. Who has the best overall leadership qualities?

1st

V 2nd __________________________________

3rd ____________________________________

~$th __________________________________

5th ____________________________________

6th ________________________________
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PEER EVA LUATION INSTRUMENT (NPS)

For each question please rank the order of all six members
of your group on the following Items ; exclude yoursel f .

1. - Who would you prefer to go to for help on a tough problem?

1st 
V

~2nd -

3rd _________________________

1~th V

5th ____________________________________________ . V

6th 
. 

V

2. Who is pulling most for the group? - 
-

1st - 
V . -

2nd . - V - V

3rd V 
V

1Ith - V

5th _____________________________________________

- 

- 6th - 
V 

V 

-

3. Who is best at handling people? 
V

I st _______________________________________________

2nd ____________________________________________

3rd . V V 
- 

V

5th V - 
. V

6th 
•

~i, Who has the most ability to think critically and analytically?

1st _____________________________________________

2nd .

3rd ________________________________________________

~th . .

5th _____________________________________________

6th _____________________________________________

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

-
-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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- 

-

5. WIth whom can you work best? - 
V

1st 
- . 

- :

2nd V

3rd 
-

1I th ___________________________________________

5t h -  
. 

- 
V

6th V 

V 
V

6. Who shows the greatest independence of thought?
. 1st 

. . 
- .

2nd • 
-

3rd V

~th V

t 5 th V

6th ______________________________________________

7. Who has the best overall leadership qualities?

1st ____________________________________

- 2nd __________________________________

3rd __________________________________

~lth 
-

5th . -

6th ____________________________________ 

_ _ _  _ _  
________

I 

~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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DATA ANAL YSI S V
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Sally GlO—q3 (Duke Subj ec t )

Who is best at handling people?

S: From the s tar t

I’m going to have to elimin ate

Pat t i  and Denna

because they didn ’t say anything

and they were s i t t ing next to me

so I couldn ’t watch them.

I
I had a negative reaction to Julie

~he was just  throwing things in

that didn ’t make sense.

She seemed kind of cynical. 
V

I don ’t think she was very responsive to the people.

Joe seemed to respond to what peop le were saying

the most. 
. -

It ’s a tie between Joe and ~~j.

Q: What’s “responding to people?”

S: Seemed like most other people there

weren ’t in tune with tht group process ,

it was just a matter of throwing out their ideas;
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So it ’s hard to respond to a question like th is

in handling people. 
V

It ’s like they weren ’t th at aware of the people.

I never noticed Julie 
-

reinforcing anything anybod y said .

Kay reinforced some ,

and Joe did some ,

that is agreeing

or maybe adding a comment.

Julie would just  say her ideas .

She wouldn ’t elaborate on something someone said

or respond to a specific thing.

Bob didn ’t say much

until halfway through ,

then he just came on

with what I though t was real perceptive.

I guess I really did n.?~ notice

how he handled peop le

cuz he was quiet most of the time .

I’d rate them then
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Joe lst

Kay 2nd 
V

V ~ob 3rd

Julie 4th

Deena 5th

Patti 6th

Q: Why is 
~~~z 2nd to Joe?

S: She might aught to go 1st ,

That quality of responding to people s

V being agreeable ,

that doesn~t necessarily mean agreeing with what was said

validating people

just letting you know

that she heard you say something .

Q: ~~~~~~~~ was perceptive?

S: I just liked what he had to say,

With all the information v~ had there

he couldn ’t make a judgement.

He wasnt t afraid to say there was insufficient material

Q: Do you think he was good at handling people?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -V .- V V - - V -- - - .• - - - - - 
V
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S: I zeally have no impression

Q: How was Julie “cynical?”

S: A couple of times she just jumped on something 
V

someone said

about a concentration camp atmosphere —

It’s just  this feeling.

She looked like she felt like

she thought the whole thing was kinda silly.

She wasn’t that interested.

Cynical wasn’t the right word.

She was kinda belittling

or she tried to stay above.

How about Patti or Deena?

S: I wasn’t even watching them.

Patti was the first person to say anything

later she shut up,

I.

so she probably saw herself as a quiet person

and knew she had to say something.

And Deena didn ’t say a thing the whole time.

There’s no reason why Deena’s above Patti.

- - 

j
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I always put Patti above

because she did say something at least.

In the video tape

I 
_____

• 

-

it was kinda hard to see Deena even though

Patti looked a little more interested

- 

- 
in what was going on. V

She was watching the people

who were talking.

Most of the time it looked like

Deena was just looking straight ahead,

pr not really tuned in. V

I guess I’d put Deena last.

- : Bow did Julie’s comments “not make sense?”

S: I think It was twice,

I remember she either contradicted herself

or it- seemed like what she said

was irrelevant;

or maybe it was that I just disagreed with her.

One thing that kind urked me 
-

I said something about quality control,

and she im m ediately saId “then you have to pay more money

~~~ V 
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to have people administrate”,

which might be true.

But sure you’ll have to pay more money

to implement something new.

But that’s not really the point

if it’s a good investment.

It’s like the way she said It,

“Let’s reject that idea because 

And her reasons for rejecting it

weren’t the best reasons

or valid reasons.

I picked up her attitude was like that to alot of things.

Her response was like that ’s absurd .

Q: Why was she rated above Patti or Deena if you

disliked her so?

S: I usually just reject Patti and Deena

just because I don’t feel

like I’m qualified to rank them.

On second thought

• it ’s hard to say whether a “bad” reaction

should go below a “no” reaction.

_ _  V- --
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I did like the way Patti was watching people

from the videotape ,

but Julie was watching people too.

It would be purely my projection

on to Patti and Deena as to what they ’d be like.

- - V —- —_ -  
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Patti G5—Q8 (Duke Subject)

Who showed the greatest independence of thought?

P: Irene

because she seemed the one to initiate the group process

She stimulated the rest of us to decide

how we ’d approach the problem initially

- - How we would organize the group process to 
-

achieve the goal

Also throughout she introduced a

number of relevant germain considerations

which were then discussed

and considered by the group

There may have been other people who4 V

introduced more in terms of quantity of ideas

Bill probably introduced a number of relevant V

and original points

possibly more than Irene 
V

Why I wouldn’t rank him first

is because on a personal level

I disliked the way he handled the si tuation

L. V V ~ V~~~~~~~~ -V - V~~~~_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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He seemed to be almost too serious — take himself

too seriously

And I didn ’t feel drawn to him at all personally

Whereas I felt more of an attraction personally

toward Irene

That’s probably influencing my ranking of them.

Dennis didn ’t make a great number of points

but the ones he did make were original

and hadn’t been previously considered

so I’ll probably put him 3rd

He brought a somewhat narrow,

but valuable perspective

He mentioned he was in engineering V

and that was the slant he brought in

He didn’t consider much outside of his

area of interest V

But he did bring in some original ideas

in his area of expertise

It’s hard to rank the last 2 — Sue & Bud

Bud seemed to keep getting us back on a certain track 
V

- — V  - 
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or reminding us that the situation

had to be viewed wholestically

And he did make some original points

I suppose Sue d id also

My impression is that Sue played

more of a reflective kind of role

in terms of reflecting and adding on to

points already made 
V

rather than contributing a great deal of

original thought

Q: What is initiating group process?

P: She was the 1st one to speak after the 
V

tape was started

Q: What’s germain?

F: Relevant

Q: What would be examples of relevant?

F: Bring the group back to the poin t when

we ’d get off track and drift over into

other depar tmen ts

Q: Is that synonomous with showing greatest

-— V _~~~~~_ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Two things: V

Indep. of thought in terms of taking a

nubulous, ambiguous situation and

making steps toward organizing it

And 2nd, introducing novel ideas

Ideas that should be considered that

no one had brought up before

and not implicit in the material given to us

Irene did more of the creating of organization

Bill’s original thoughts were ones no one had

introduced up to that point

like pointing out things we needed to get more

data on i.e. research dept. or sales

Not considering his personality there was minimal

difference between Irene and Bill’s amount of independence

of thot ‘ t

Ranking someone on this question I do consider

whether I like them or not

Q: What was it that you weren’t drawn to Bill? - 
-

V

_ _ _ _- V V V
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.

P: He seemed to take himself much milore seriously

By that I mean he focused more on himself and V

the contributions he wanted to make to the group 
V

At times he sought the center of attention

He was more interested in exploring his ideas

than other ideas presented

I
He tried to threaten to tear down ideas of other

people

U

That can be done in a creative way

or such that it puts the other person down

I felt he was putting other people down V

He didn ’t engage in any banter, smart remarks and

tension breaking things p

He removed himself from that kind of interaction

Dennis didn ’t create any negative impressions

He didn’t participate as much

If he had done so I’d probably rank him

above Bill and possibly Irene

The idea he came up with were qua’ftatlvely

good 

-- -~~~~~-- --V - -V V -~~~~~~—---
V
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Re just didn’t introduce a great deal

Q: How was Bud different from Sue?

P: He didn’t speak as much as she -

when he did, it was more his own perception

Be wasn ’t simply restating someone elses ideas

Me was making an original contribution

Q: Wholistic view?

P: He reminded us that maybe things were more

simple than we were making it

And pointed out something really obvious that

no one had mentioned before

You need to view the situation as a whole, you

can ’t keep it compartamentalized

Q: Think of the Dennis—Bud relationship

F: I’d probably put Sue last

And I might rank Bud ahead of Dennis

I’d have difficulty differentiating the two

If I were to change my ranking it would be more caprious

than really rational 
V

-
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Bernie C5—Q9 (Monterey Subject)

Who has the best overall leadership qualities?

I think most of the people

there were leaders.

We had some problems because

There was conflict.

I felt Ted was the leader of the group

because he was the one who kept

pushing different things,

he’d summarize

and jot things down.

I don ’t think I could work as well wi~th Ted

because he tended to dominate too much

and cut people off sometimes. - V

But he directed the group.

Steve had good ideas -
V

but didn ’t push them

upon people.

- _ _ _  V _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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He was trying to weigh the values

of other people.

Bill was the same way.

Cordon put his ideas out,

but didn ’t try to dominate the group.

It still has to be Ted

because he was the one

that drove the group.

In the real world

I’d rather work for Bill or Steve.

Ted dominates too much V

I don’t think he listens as he should

to help the group work together.

Bill 1st I guess. V

he put out his ideas

but was also receptive to

other peop le’s ideas

lie wasn’t trying to sell

any particular thing

In general he listened to other people.

—
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and had good ideas of his own.

To be an effective leader

people have to want to follow you

Steve second

- 
- he was a cooperative type person;

had good ideas of his own.

- V But I think everyone had

similar ideas.

V 

Steve didn’t talk to just get

in -the conversation.

He ’d be a good man

to consolodate things

He’s cooperative.

3rd Chuck

for the same reasons as Steve,

only a little more

original in his thinking.

Chuck had some good ideas

that he brought up -

The rest of the time he

— - —-V..— -— — V -—V V V~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
V
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was recorder for the group.

He didn’t iry to take

a high profile.

Gordon had some good ideas

1 didn ’t see alot of leadership

Paul next

he was able to synthesize things,

but he repealed

alot of what had been said.

I think the role of a leader V

is to get each person

working for him

rather than do the job himself.

I think the people I ranked higher

would be better at that.

Then Ted last

because he tried to do the job

too much himself .

I don’t think he

was listening to others

which would cause problems 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ____________ ____ _____
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Jack C2—Q5 (Monterey Subject) 
V

Q. With whom can you work best?

Larry and I tended to be more alike.

He only contributed

when he had something to say

that no one else had covered .

I tend to think along the same lines

So I think I could work best with Larry .

Paul was doing alot of talking

and not saying much.

I’d rank him last.

Rich was a strong performer,

he did alot of talking.

But what he had to say

made alot of sense.

r

I’d put him 2nd.

David 3rd

because he and Rich were

very similar ir’ that regard .

V Mike & George

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - V - V V V V V V - - V - V V - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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would be d i f f icu l t

to distinguish between them .

Mike did alot of talking -

like Paul,

without saying a great deal

George seemed a bit reserved. V

I think I’d put

Mike 5th and George 6th

What other ways were you and Larry

more alike and would like to work with him best?

As the discussion started

there was alot of talking going on.

I felt that it was pretty disorganized ,

and I offered some comments

that I hoped would give some organization.

V That’s the way I think.

I try to break a problem in basic form

and start from there up.

I
I don’t feel that the other members of the group ,

except Larry ,

f~ 1f that way.

___ - - V
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Most of the people

did alot of talking

and tended to go in many directions.

Larry only spoke up

when he had something important to say

that nobody else was covering.

I think that we’re similar

I agreed with what he said

Q: What’s “making sense” with Rick?

Rick was a strong member

HI S thoughts were collected before he spoke.

Q: How can you tell they were collected? 
-

.

When anyone says something

I compare it to what I’m thinking

along the same lines

Based on the v’y I think,

r
I think Rick made sense most of the time

and it was the result of a well organized

thought process.

Things that made sense to me, I agreed with.
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Paul talked mpr e than Mike

I fel t they were

spontaneously saying something

without thinking it through completely.

I often felt what they

had to say

was either wrong or irrelevant,

not really contributing to the

overall problem at hand.

I didn’t feel like I had any

influence over them

in that discussion.

I felt the whole thing was

a bit disorganized

I thought It was mainly 
-

because Paul was doing a].ot of talking

and going on dif f e rent directions, — Mike too

George, because he was in the center ,

felt he needed to get the

discussion started .

I don’t think he did real well,
V L_. . 
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i
but he did at least get us started ,

he broke the silence.

After that I don’t think

he contributed a great deal. V

Re spoke up his share , but

didn’t contribute much to

the discussion.

I knew none before

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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Group #1: Duke Subjects

Members of Group: J, Jo, C, S, M, K.

J: I’ll start then -

V 
What they’re saying that I think needs to be investigated is how Wicket

is doing in compared to the rest of the industry. Good & bad is rela-

tive. They might be doing better than the rest of the industry 

Jo: I also want to know what kind of products they did sell, in terms of

what diversity they offer. V

J: I think that brings up a good point in that they’re diversified func-
— tionally and they sell flying saucers, swimming pools and croquet sets,

and I think that’e entirely too diversified to operate on a functional

basis. I think they need to diversify on a product basis. That way

there’s not inefficiency in research where they’re trying to research
the best swimming pooi and croquet set all at once. I think that’s a
very inefficient system. 

V

Jo: Also the year they did show profit, 32—34, is also crucial years because

I don’t think any company showed a profit 

S: Yeah.

Jo: So what could be happening right now could be the same thing that all

companies are feeling right now. -

V J: Right.

M: Yeah.

S: The thing about this diversification if they’d never lost money be-

fore this past fiscal year with the same type of diversification 

M: That’s right.

J: Right.

Ms So it doesn’t seem to be a massive problem 
(S continues snembling softly)
I think. that 

J: Well you don’t know, I mean 

V 14: Yeah.

J: They might have added these last products just recently and this may

be what breaks it down another thing is 

14: ub  
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Group #1
Page 2

S: The competition too.

J: (rapidly) another thing is they don’t necessarily 
V 

That could have been bad -- it could have been pulling down their profit
in years past and this is just an additional factor that has caused them
to have a loss. This year.

Jo: But the loss hasn’t been that great extensively 7

Ms Yeah, not that bad V

J: A loss is a loss. -

14: Well V

C: Yes we have to find out where the loss is coming from your
diversification might be good because you have to figure out just what
aspect of the company of production is causing the loss.

.1: Well right. I’m not saying they shouldn’t diversify. Obviously, they ’ll
do much better is they do (emphatically). But to have one production
department that concentrates on swimming pools, croquet sets and flying
saucers is just very inefficient (rapidly).

H: Noise

J: They need to do like Dupont or Sears or GM and diversify product wise
because its just too diversified 

H: noise

C: (softly) okay

J. to follow structure, not that it shouldn’t be diversify. . :

14: Ahh, I think we should maybe look a little more generally. Like go to
the next page and look at general departments, where the problems are,

V because I think we ’re getting a little bit non—person study.

Jo: Uh, huh.

14: Uh, you know not to specifIc. 
-

Jo: (Rapidly) The first dept they say they don’t know where to place the
advertising dollars. I think an extensive study about what type of
advertising is best.... V

M: ~h 

Jo: Who they want to reach and how to reach them most efficiently is very
important.

- V -V V~~ __~~~~~~~~~ V-VV~~~~ V V ~~~~~V-V - ‘
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V

H: Ah, I had an idea. You know the marketing dept. -- it really seemed V

to me that like it says in the study -- they don’t have much to do with
advertising, they aren’t really thinking about it and aren’t apparently
getting anything back from it. And I just wonder if it won’t be a bet-
ter idea if you had —- like Sales and Marketing get together with maybe
the top executives and have some sort of a counsel. To get together
every once and awhile; and they’d talk about what they feel about
advertising. Where they think the markets are.

S: R search also, cuz according this, only 1 out of 56 patented products
reach the market.-.

14: Yeah, right 

S: So it seems like a. •

Jo: I think that’s the main 

S~ Some sort of waste. Maybe they should be working with i~~rketrng.

Jo: (con’t talking while S above) I think that’s the biggets waste in the
company, that part about research (excitedly).

S: Maybe those thr~~-.- ~~~~~~~~~ sd2es, arid ~~~~~~~~ -

- N: Yeah. - -

S: ..,.could work -together?

J: You need executives to put everything together, but to lump everything
in one big dept. is just going to cause an overload of jobs. One per-
son can’t be efficient doing five different things, as efficient as he
could be if he’s doing one.

C: That’s just to get them together once & awhile.

.14: Yeah V -

C: That doesn’t mean all the time.

J: Well that’s what the kioard of Directors does all the time

C: That’s thatt s.,.

J: They’re in charge of coordinating the company and coordinating the
departments.

14: Well..... 
-

Jo: In the very beginning departments also stay ahead of competition by
developing new markets. Is it very important to stay ahead of compe-
tition developing new markets? Is it really,,.,,,since the competition
cut into the sales ~fast and jumbled)1 

:1V .V~~~~~~~~ V V - V V V  .
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Group #1 -

Page 4

S: Yeah

j Jo: Now maybe they should have another group take over —— at least stay
up to their level. Then that way their prices could be equal to the
competition.

K: I agree with that. They’re just trying to move ahead before any struc—
ture underneath what they ’re doing. But if they are strong in developing
new markets , then that’s maybe where their advertising money should go.
So they can get to consumers before their. . . .well they have to establish
their market and advertising should strengthen that. V

H: I got a suggestion. Maybe its not a good one. Do you want to go through
each dept. and look at some of the strr’ngths and weaknesses?

Jo: Yeah.

N: And do that - then we’ll start talking about organizational type problems. V

Do you want to do that? Okay. You want to start off?

K: Still on marketing? V

Jo: Yeah. -

- 
H: Yeah I guess, I don’t know. 

V

K: First they are introducing things. Then they’re being cut out of the
S market because they’re being undercut in pieces and they should pay

attention to that I think.

14: Yeah -

C: Well, the question is, what are they being undercut in pieces? Now is
it because the other product is just as good quality and they use more
efficient production methods, or is it because they use lower cost of
raw materials to make their staff and it’s still just as good a product;
or is it because its a less quality product? urn 

-

J: I think that’s a good point they should find out why.

H: Yeah. -

C: Right - and I think the most important problem that this qompany is 
V

faced with is that they think, even though they dor ’t specify how they
have this (operating loss) - It is an operating loss and its in pro-
duction. And they have a great deal of rejection and they have increased
labor costs and they have overtime and mechanical failure and I think this
stands out as the worst problem in the whole company. They have research
which doesn’t seem to be all that important now because they’ve had a
constant what 

Jo: Profit.

_ _ _ _  V
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C: Profit over the years and they have shown that they have good equipment
on sale. It’s just that now something is going wrong - they can ’t pro-
duce as good equipment and people know their name obviously because they
made this profit .  The rejection rate has increased - so the quality of
their product has decreased.

Jo: What do they mean exactly by rate of rejection”?

J: Its not up to par. V V

M: It’s like there ’s something broken j -j
C: Okay so the question is “How is it damaged? ” “Why is it damaged?”

“Was it in transportation?” 
- 

- -
V ; 

-

- V

.1: It might not be damaged 
- 

V

H: Well V

J: It might just be poor quality.

H: I was -

-C: Poor quality - well that just goes back V

14: ah 
V

C: to the quality of the raw materials you’re using or putting it together.

14: Also it says right here in the study that labor cost, thats a big thing,
grossed 24%; also says it was due to ir”-reased overtime. And I was just
wondering if that could be causing th~~ problem 

— the fact that you have
workers working overtime rather than working 8 hours.

S&C: (together) yeah

Jo: Also if its overtime and time lost through mechanical failure, first of
all if there is mech failure which they couldn ’t adjust for they should
have their workers able to do something in the meantime. It says in one
statement why the labor Costs have increased so much because they had to
pay overtime when the machines weren’t working. And they still had to
pay when the machines weren’t working. Instead to organize the labor
so if the machines aren’t working they can go to other jobs. They just
don ’t sit around.

C: noise

S: Do you think maybe the company has just over extended themselves in the
face of new competition -— increased competition? They are producing -

V

more than ever but there’s more competition apparently from the market. - . .
Jo: Right 

- 
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Page 6 -

M: Yeah -

S; information . t4aybe what they’ve been doing over the years just
- won’t work now. Seems from the Research department situation that they
aren’t working too well. -

H: I guess somebody brought it up before about that Research department.
We were talking about the fact that they developed 56 patents and they
only got one in the production stage. Somebody brought up the point
that maybe they ought to get together with somebody and say, “Hey,
this isn’t going to sell, why develop it any further?”

V - Jo: Or at least limit the number of patents that come out so that it can be
workable and say 2 years later or whatever, it’s ridiculous to have all
the patents priced up on top of one another that they haven’t been able
to do anything with.

J: (very rapid) well you don’t know. First of all it may have provoked
competition from picking it up and that might save them sales, but you

- 
don’t know that, they need to find that out. Secondly you don’t know

- how much the sales are on this one item. They could have made a million
dollars on this one item and only spent two hundred thousand which cer-
tainly ought - all the patents aught to be worth it. What you need is
study. Are they worth the money they’re spending? V

- 
M: I would say maybe when Marketing determines that this (-~ompany only wishes

to market this, these helpful advices, if they wanted help, soi~e of the
patents further and sell the rights to the patents and then they can
make some sort of a profit off that too. Maybe that could add profit
to the company.

Jo: Also, going to . the Sales department situation, but they say it decreased
because of recreational personnel in the department stores — then why
don’t they not use recreational personnel and use people that are going
to be able to increase the sales? I guess their fault 

14: Yeah

J: What you need to do is do a study that might have been a coincidence,
that may not have. But you can’t tell from this information. So you
need 

S: which 
V

C: But V

3: to go to these stores and say “why didn’t you buy from this man this year?”

S: I think we have to know how, what the percent of sales to department stores

• is
• 

3: Yeah, that’s a good point

N: Yeah, but we have to work generally though so 

C: Yes

-~~~~~~~~~~ S 
- V
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M: noise

3: No, but they might not.... I mean, 2%, of sales to department stores are
only 3% you can just say forget it.

14: noise

Jo: The main problem here is because they divided all the sales people....

3: BUt that means the sales are divided equally

C: Well you don’t have the facts behind the statement sure, but you don’t know
whether this is just a statement and the facts are there so it means that
there’s a definite trend. But if from these two statements in the Sales
department situation it just shows you that we should have say 2 salesmen

V cover an area and of that the salesmen that would be a former recreational
person would go to the schools because he has worked in recreation, he
knows what kids want to play, he knows how to play the games, he knows
what things break, he knows the kind of talk that would interest the
school authorities in buying. Whereas the salesmen would know what
would sell and he should let the department stores. It’s just natural

V 
that the people that have the tendency to sell in a certain way should
sell to a certain group of people. So I think they should direct their
sales personnel to the area where they’d sell most efficiently.

14: Urn Hum. I think generally, we can just, using common sense, say that...
I think this company should be more concerned with sales to ddpartment
stores from the fact that you have a heck of alot bigger market than for
schools.

Jo: That’s what you’d think....

J: But you don’t know 

14: But I would imagine —— just from conunon sense there’s only so many schools...

14: B:t~~ mean you have the 200 million people.

3: But maybe what they’re selling is. . . is....
3: You don’t know the rest of these products

M: It says.. .It says... V

Jo: I mean....

N: generally though V

J: ....swiflg sets

14: It says generally though that they do cover the recreation market quite
well so you can 

____
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Jo: But the recreation market to build big swinuning pools could be much more
readily available in terms of a school that to a department store

C: But you have to also consider 

Jo: individuals not going to buy....

J: Yeah you’d have to know.... V

C: Yeah it depends —— you have to also consider the schools and these daysschools don’t have all that much money. And you go to public schools
and they’re not going to shell out a bit 

3: Well, I’m not talking about public schools. I’m talking about universi-
ties. Universities are going to buy pools, where department stores
aren’t going to buy pools. -

Jo: Institutions V

C: But they sell all sorts of recreational 

3: But institutions, especially at schools, they have a big market, like
there’s more basketballs lets say in the schools

C: Yeah, well okay.. .let’s not talk about that, we’re just getting off on
a side track.

Jo: Yeah

14: Yeah, maybe we are getting into a rut. Should 

C: Why don’t we just start at and share the good points and 
V

bad points.

N: Well, we’ve already been that way and I think we’ll all have a general
idea in our mind of whats going on I guess. Do we just have some general
suggestions? Maybe we could lack present —— go down the line, and pre-
sent a few points that we think we could change in the Company, a few
things that we think are real good about this company, a few ideas on
what we should do to change this company. Maybe that would be a good
idea.

Jo: Do it for each department you think?

noise V

N: Yeah or maybe generally.

C: Yeah V

N: Just have each person present his own ideas.

C: What you think is most important - -
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C: What is best about it — what they have to change the worst-most....

3:. You want to start Chris? V

C: Sure! What I said before urn. I think the thing that really needs to be
changed is the operating loss and the mechanical failure and the rate of
rejection. They have to run a study or find out why these products are
being rejected. They’ve been on the market a long time and their name
must be known as quality products. They’ve had profit for along time.
And so now the question is why is there this rejection? Why are they
finding they have this operating loss? What about, the products i~
causing it to be rejected? And once they find out what aspect of the
production is causing the product to have this finished quality that is
not good. Then they have to change that.

K: Yeah, I would agree with that. I think the underlyir~g problem is they’re
so interested in Marketing and Research and development and pushing ahead
and trying to be the leader in their field, instead of maximizing what - V

they already have. I think maybe their loss isn’t so great now, but they
have real potential for loss --— in that they aren’t keeping up their
capital development. Also they’re forcing their labor to work overtime.
I don’t know why they ’re doing that. I’m not sure how they can go about
changing the structure of their hiring. It’s evident that they need
more people, but I don’t know whether they can lay off inefficient
people to do that, or where they’ll get their money to finance it.

C: Why would you say they need more people? Because of the overtime?

K: Yeah

C: urn 
V

K: Well if overtime is costing them money, it might be better for them to
hire more people at a lower cost.

C: Right

14: Joan

Jo: Okay I think the main thing ? opetating cost is going down. I
think the patents, that really bothers me to see that a company would
produce 56 patents, h3ve 3 reach the production stage and only is market-
able. And the study in the Sales is inconclusive already and unexciting .
I mean to spend all that time in the Research department and come up
with 56 ; itents...the~ must have had at least 200 suggestions or ?

i whati vr r , to be able to do this. I think they’re working at too
a r.. .e and either they ought to slow it down or get rid of part

‘~~~~~~ d’ ar~mcnt and say “Look, you have a worthwhile thing —— work on
- .~ sk r ,rl it until its at the marketable stage. Work on it until it

- . 
~- a 1 . - - ..” Find what happens with the sales first before you

-‘~ ot!”r 1~roduct. I think that wastes alot of money. Even
- - ‘- hp operating cost —— but that part of the Research

• ~~~ c~.crat:ng cost. Also about the labor cost. They
-
, whe re the mechanical failures are and if there are

V 

V
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V mechanical failures where to put the workers to work if there is any—
V thing. Therefore you won’t have the overtime.

C: Okay, I would tend to agree with Jean on the patents. It’s good to
have a VDt of patents but the difference between just having 56 patents
and having production is really so great that you can’t have production
in all those things. Its -

Jo: Why produce 56 patents if you can’t product it? -

C: Because, as Jean said 

3: Competition

C: Yeah, the idea might have been picked up be somebody else and they
would lose the rights to it.

S: Well if it were such a profitable item.

(C&Jo: talk low at same time with S -- they laugh)
E: Its only been 2 years.

(Xo drowns out E)

3: But they might not have the money to develop it. They might only have
so much money to develop maybe 1 product a year.

S: That’s a possibility yeah.

3: were they could stockpile all these little ?

C: That’s true——-—the money it takes to produce a new piece of equipment
is really great— you have to have alot to invest — you have to make
a certain machine to make this to do that. It does cost alot of
money to make the first thing and then....

Jo: But to store up a list of patients that you can’t use up to 10 or 15
years, what if they themselves hadn’t gotten the patent and another

V company had, they could produce it, then they themselves could have
cut into the sales like doing it at a low price because 

J: They might not have had the money. Again, they might not have had
money to put up production to begin with.

14: Earl, you got some ideas?

B: I thought Marketing should work closer with Research so they won ’t be
inventing all these things ?; and for the production or the marketing
I think they should find out what items are selling best and what items 

V

they ’re having a loss on and concentrate on those they ’re making money
on; so that they can put all their effort into that, and lower the prices
and have a better product, and kinda phase out the things that aren ’t
selling too well. And have less overtime. And have, like we talked about
before, have the recreation people handle the sales to the schools and the V

other people handle the department stores.

--  V V~~~ _V V~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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14: Okay Jean?

3: I think we’ve hit all the points now we’re just repeating. I think,
first of all, they should change from a functional structure to a
product structure, I think that’s inefficient management. Probably
the main problems in are how much money are they spending in the patent
department that isn’t worth it? Inefficiency of workers? The poor -
increased rate of rejections — increased labor through overtime . The
high turnover rate thai- probably indicates dissatisfaction with the
company and advertising research.

S: I don’t know if I have anything to add except that I’m not so sure that
the labor costs are very important. I think the competition factor is
responsible for the losses and they’ve sustained. They’ve taken away the
best people in the organization and they’ve also cut prices. And I just
think it’s a question of the market is flooded now. Apparently they’ve

V stayed ahead in developing new markets and they’ve been a real innovator
in the field, but those days are no longer with us. So, I don’t think
they can go on just keep increasing production by 20% and increased
research more and more. I think they have to possibly take a more
conservative approach and consolidate some things.

M: I’ll just kind of look at a general problem of labor. We’ve all talked
about it and brought out all points you possibly can I think on this
study. But Look at labor, we pointed out that it has a problem with
turnover, it has a problem with too much overtime, obviously , that’s
giving alot of problems. The solution possibly to the labor problem
is you need to bring in alot of good people. That’s a point to bring
out in here - they need more skilled people. So perhaps labor costs,
event though they rose, aren’t that significant. Maybe wages should
be raised to encouraç e higher better skilled and better people to come
into management and come into the labor force; and if you hire more
labor, you’ll have, as we said before, less problems with rejections
and stuff. That’s generally all I have to say.

K&M: (speak at ~ne time)

K: Excuse me - you think that the management trainer program would be
worthwhile to pursue? -

14: Probably V

S: noise? agreement

K: yeah I know

N: I think generally we can always say that if there ’s a problem you can ’t
say “you’re doing it.” You know everyone has to change their attitude
towards the company. You know you have to get on the winning keel.

noise V

C: I think that Marketing ought to get with Sales as well as Research

N: Okay, so.. ...I guess. I guess.

- V --~~~~~ - V-- ~~~~~~~~~~ 
-
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C: But as you said the Board of Directors does all that so 

V 3: Perhaps they aren’t working efficiently.

M: Horrible??? ha ha ha

J: (laugh with joke and adds)

M: Do any of you have any ideas whether we should destroy departments,
create new departments?

Jo: I think we should check into each department first to find out the ques-
tions we all have raised about why things are this way 

14: Okay

JO: ... . before- we start changing departments
N: okay, okay (softly)

Jo: I mean there’s alot of facts left off of this sheet - you can’t
really make any evaluation until you get all the facts.

N: Yeah we have to keep kinda general why don’t you take over and I’ll
shut up for awhile

- Jo: What?

14: (You want to do that?) .. . . just do the problems.

Jo: It’s just that we don’t know enough information

S: yeah - 

about this whole thing

S: We’ve gone through everything, I think.

C: Yeah

Jo: The only thing is -

14: But 

Jo: We need more information on these things that are listed. Why? We
need exact outlines; how the money was spent, where it was spent to,
how was it spent last year, what was different this year than last
year?

I’

V 
~~~~~~~~~ V V V V V V

’
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G Mr. Jones to take charge.,.Since I’m sittin here in the
middle; a we ’ve been asked to make recommendations, so
that we can give what ’s known about the problem to Hr. Pex.
And we ’ve all had an opportunity to review the problems which
Wicket Company is having. But the first thing that struck me
as being a major problem, is the mechanical failure here that
they seem to be encountering in the production end and thus their
rejections are up.

N: I think we might be better off analyzing it department by depart-
ment.

D: Yes , you ’re right. - 
V 

V 
-

M: from the Sales to Production etc , and go one by one through them.
Although I agree with you that rejection is one of their major
problems.

Okay in Marketing then , the competition has finagled a way to
undersell , eventhough Wicket has come up with the ideas . The
competition is underwriting them in price. What are your thoughts
on why that’s occuring? V

N: ?? quality and production problems I think there are quite a few
V interrelated items, we áan meet them as we go here , but the

V Marketing concept of having their old items, standbys if you will ,
V it seems to be the main sales of the company . They ’re low in

production of new products, although their research shows that
they have some pretty good patents. Also, their reliability of
their products, if their rejection rate is so high , they might
want to take some of their new patents and see about getting them
on the market. Get a little more emphasis in that as opposed to
some of their standard items which are being undercut in the
market. Two, looking into the quality control of the products
they ’re already producing. V

P: I agree with everything you said. A looking at those patents
and they only had produced 3 of the 56 they ’d come up with and

- - - only one of those had any type of success. I’m wondering a little
bit , I don ’t know what the standard rating on a company would

V be, but to have only 3 of those 56 go to market. I’m wondering
if they ’ve concentrating too much on developing new products
and don ’t have enough capital or know how to actually make these V

patents work, or I don ’t know whether these patents are in fact
worthless. It might be another area which would blend in with
what-you ’re saying putting new products on the market, do they
need to concentrate finances to actually putting some of those
products on the market.

N: Either that or not consentrated on patents as such , but on patents
that are worth something.

_ _ _ _  V 

-

V _ _ _ _ _ _
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D: Really I think the basic problem for marketing situation that a
cut into the Sales is a result not only to the Production
scheduling and perhaps capitalization into equipment that -might be
causing this problem of higher rejection rate. And also ??
The R & D just pointed out the fact there isnt enough R & D money ,

V V but the fact that the R & D money is spent developing new ideas
as opposed to say materials R & D, produce the cost of indivi-
dual units using... .they ’ve got a product that ’s been on a couple
years as perhaps using expensive materials that recently can be
substituted with cheaper materials and reducing unit cost.

J: I think we may be departing from our original plan of attack...

D: Okay 
-

J: Certainly all the departments mesh together perhaps a good track
to be to take each separately within itself and the next step
examine how each department interacts with the other departments .
Looking purely at Marketing, by itself , it would appear that they
do have a problem properly allocating their advertising funds.

-~~ Perhaps they ’re not up to date on the best marketing methods.
And nothing is said about distribution means, but perhaps that
is inefficient. Poor distribution can eat up alot of money;
as far as getting the items on the shelves.

M: I’d recommend getting some new people in the department for just
straight advertising instead of depending on -the marketing people ;
to know how to advertise . Just get some training in straight
advertising.

D: Or subcontract that out as a separate business. I-lire an advertis-
ing company to do the advertising, somebody that has the resources
to do the R & D cuz there is alot of R & D in advertising.

And the machinery to make it work . 
-

G: We also have to make a recommendation to take a hard look at
how the competitors are setting their items. They seem to be

V undercutting us. It might not just be price, but they may have
a higher viability . So, a we should make a recommendation
concerning advertising , that we get someone here that , perhpaps V

is working for one of the competitive companies right now.

M: Okay. I think the other two things listed in marketing are directly
applicable to the other departments , so I suggest we go on to 

—

Sales. The Sales situation, they have 50 field representatives
and ?? recreation. They also said that as the number of recrea-
tion dealers increased their sales dropped . Although they did
start sending more of their equipment to institutions . I con-
tend that their bread and butter is really Sears and Robuck , etc.

- not some school down the road.

P: I agree its clear that the recreational people are institutionally 
-

oriented and need some sales people that are accustomed to that
field and cornercial sales and a 
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J: We don ’t know if they have a sales trainee program . I think that ’s
a key point that needs to be investigated

R: Could be ?? schools and institutions may not buy as many products
as the Sears and Robuck operations . Maybe if they have these 50

V field representatives they need to a I think it says V

they are evenly divided maybe change that up. 20% to insti—
tutions where each man would have a larger area to cover ??
covering this territory in the end and put a larger percent of
their assets into covering the sales to stores, K—Mart and V

places like that.

D: Great. Cuz their volume is 5% to as opposed to stores.

M: Quota system?
? D and M together?

R: Of course it would depend. I’m not saying that ’s even needed , 
V

I’m saying that for example you take 25 guys and say okay we ’re
now going to cut the territory to 10. It would appear to me that
for the 10, it would be a boom to them if they ’re being paid on
some type of commission . Now if they ’re being paid a flat rate —

they might say “Gee wiz, that means I have to cover 2 1/2 times
the territory .” So you have to make it worth their while , and

V also worthwhile to those selling to large volume stores. V V 

get them out on the street

R: Also I was going to say , maybe the problem is, we don ’t know how
successful these salesmen are , are 50 field representatives suc—

- 
cessful enough?

N: Are there too many or too few?

Right V

D: That would take a little more analysis to figure out.

R: We really can ’t identify , maybe those individuals are the best
people we’ve got going. We don ’t have any figures or anything .

D: Right

R: Maybe its the people who use to sell appliances and clothing who
are individuals who in fact are past their prime and aren ’t adding
in or providing the company with the services they ’re paid for.

D: I don ’t think we ’ve agreed on the problems for this situation then,
right? One sales have gone down. There could be several reasons
causing that. I think one was brought up, that fact that you have
too many people from the recreational areas that aren ’t apparently
contributing to the sales to departments. That might be a problem
or a cause. 

-—--V~~~~-~~~- V -- -~~—- -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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R: noise

G: flight or it could be they are just trying to sell to those people
that they’d known while working in these previous jobs.

D: Right V 
- 

- 

-

M: Yeah 
-

D: In a field which might be a lack of training

G: Right V 
-

D: That might be one cause for all, this.

R: I think rather than speculating along those lines because we don ’t 
V

have that information that says where the problem is. I think we ’d
have to say “lets go back and talk to somebody in charge of the
sales department, some of the representatives to find out exactly
what the situation is. Do we have 40 or 50 people who are just
lousy salesmen? Or is it that they ’re get salesmen but their
territories are wrong. I think we need to go into the Sales
department even deeper than they ’ve gone here. I don ’t think, we
have enough information to say for sure, why they ’re not selling .

D: That would certainly shed more light on it I think that there are 
—

still some problems that are obvious. They have no training
apparently. If you have two separate groups of people, and as V

that ratio changed , your sales changed . There ’s obviously a
lack of training; that some people can’t relate to another area.

Silence

~ : I think its fair for the purpose of our gathering to ask for an
investigation into these areas with slants on those items that
we ’ve indicated. Rather than prejudge something such as that.

D & R :Um hum. 
V

- 
Does that cover Sales? Perhaps we ought to move into production . V

M: They have a large mechanical failure and a large error rate
apparently. I think the mechanical failure could be due to old
or improper equipment. And -the mistake should not be caught by
the retailer. They should be caught in the plant. You lose
on shipping, you lose on goodwill. If someone knows ?? they
aren’t going to buy from you. V

J: So we need to look into their quality control area, whether they
have a separate section overseeing quality control , and wheti-ier
they have quality control training programs.

N: And look at the ~quIpment.

-~~~~~~~~~~ - - - -- -- - - - ----~~ ~~—-
-
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J: The whole accessory in implementing these new patents leads us
to wonder about their production methocis....whether they have to
proper scale for retooling up to produce these new ideas.

M: I would think maybe look to where the ??? who ’s going to buy
those kinds of products?

R: Yeah the major product; what was it, professional flying saucers?

D: I think somebody ’s already sopped up that market. V

R: Yeah I was just going to say, maybe look into Marketing, whoever
made the decision, if there was a large market for flying saucer
maybe it doesn ’t really matter in this case what the product is,
but I’d say theSe days especially to institutions and schools,
that it ’s not such a big market.

Right

D: It might be a case of a .little better interaction between Marketing V V

and R & D also, to decide which ideas would be best. Eventhough
they have 56 ideas, maybe two of them are any good, I don ’t know.

R: One thing I found kind interesting is the fact that production
was up 20% over the preceeding year. ~f course we don ’t know
the status , they said the fir st year they didn’t make a profit.
They went up 20%, the large error rate —— the poor products

- could be the fact that they were already operating at max capacity
and to enable them to increase their output by 20% they may have
had to turn out a much shotter product . V

P: That ’s right . Once the evaluation of the mechanical situation is
completed, attached should be a determination whether they have
enough mechanization or whether they need , to increase or decrease
that. And also with Personnel , an over or under balance will cost
you money in the long run . -

D: It’s obvious that they do need to capitalize more because of the
overtime. - V

P: We don’t know if the overtime is due to the mechanical failure
or from the fact that they don ’t have enough machines. 

.leads us to believe its because of the mechanical failure .

D: Well either case, it would be capitalization of that equipment.

G: Right. I think we have to look at the age of the company too.
I think that might have to do with the overall problem . It could
have a tie in with the age of the equipment and thus the mechanical
failure also the mentality of the management. They are going to be

- less prone to go out on a limb and make new innovations whereas
these competitors are. So I think the age of the company should
be looked at and the mentality of the management so to spe&k which V

again ties in with the age of their equipment. 

- S -V -V V V V V~~~~~~ ~~~ - V V • -— VV V - - - V
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N: A company in business has to be able to step out so...

G: Right

M~ ....so you go on the line. -All it takes is one hula hoop or
frizbee and youre golden.

J: Plus if its marketable

N: Yes if its marketable by the same token 2?

D: We migh-t have an overall problem in that management of departments
above the departmental level is not taking steps that departments
aren ’t following up on their own shortcomings. There are possibly
interrelating problems there, are sighting that problems exist
because of the duality of the problem there —— say betweenMarketing and Production as we mentioned before. Evidently V

there ’s not somebody above the departmental level that ’s not
coordinating this. It could be another problem.

L: It kind of looks that way to me in that staff  research and you
don ’t have that much coming up. Going back to the Marketing depart-
ment you have the prices being underwt., and the production ? with
machines. It seems to indicate as George was saying about the
mentality of the management -— not going with -- not setting up
new machinery for new products manufactured a different way from
the old ones. And if we ’ve covered the Production department
pretty well now , I think I’d like to slip in at this point to
-Vthe Personnel department situation. If nobody has objections .

M: .....new management techniques?

1: Yeah the new management techniques . To take the worst case where
they ’re totally dispicable to the worker. The chance of your
rejection rate going up higher is likely and your labor cost
through machine malfunction ?? pretty sloppy overtime is not
wanted by the people. You could have a major Personnel and ?
problem going at this point.

N: You also might think that there may be a paper loss and in the old V

system made money as the accounting was wrong . They haven ’t
adjusted their outlook to the way its being run now; or how the V

old accounting looks were kept , they weren ’t making a profi t  - V

or it would be declining over a number of years.

D: I don ’t think that can really be assessed from this though.
But it does look like the Personnel problem , like ones we ’ve seen
before , all point to management.

G: Right. The first two paragraphs here are kind of incongruent. It
says that Wicket has an excellent reputation of being an excellent
place to work and yet they have a hard time recruiting top quali ty
people. It could be they aren ’t willing to pay what the competitors
are paying. We have to look at their salary scales first as opposed
to other companies. If its an excellent place to work, why can ’t
they get good people?

- ~- _— -—-~~~~~~~~~ —V— -—~~~~ 
V
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M: Right -

D: Might be a nice place to work and not a nice place to advance ,
due to management.

G: That’s also true , which ties in with like I said before , the
mentality of the company . You could have some people in the
upper chairs that don ’t want to see any real change, because they
might be obsolete.

N: You don ’t know what they are hiring and f i r ing.

D: No, you don ’t know what their motivation is bu t. . .  
-

J: Weekly payroll is 150 thousand a week , that’s really not a very
big payroll— So we ’re not talking about a giantic company .

D: No

Especially ? V

L: 150 thousand dollars in cash looks to me like there could be a little
better financial management going on

D: That might be too much cash
We might need a little more information to deterzuine though really ,
you can’t form a more operational analysis without a little more
information. Use some of the cash to get some new equipment . Is
there another part here? V

G: Research.. ...I think we covered somewhat.

N: I think they need some new people in Research or cut Research size.
They ’re supporting more than their getting out of it. I think
the number of people they ’ve got there to produce 56 patents, that
aren ’t worth anything apparently , wither pay -- get the advertising
into it — -  push these other patents they ’ve got or cut the overhead
cost on the ?? departments.- V

j P: I’d like to -— to that too and that’s talking about the Personnel
and the age and perhaps the stereotyped individuals that may be
supressing research efforts.

J: Well , I’m not sure these are valid conclusions . They appear to be
very active . They ’ve j ammed up 56 patents . Maybe it’s a coordina-
tion problem primar ily between Marketing, Production and Research.
I think perhaps if there was better coordination between these 3
departments, then the Research department would be a little more
useful.

R: Could it also be, it 2? coordination , deals in this type of product
is it the fact that the Research department for one reason or the
other has just grown by leaps and bounds but nobody to keep it down
or maintain production and everything else at the same time . In
otherwords, Research department is sitting overthere with 56 products
where there ’s not enough personnel or capital to market all the
products that they ’ve come up with or to move them along step by

V step so slowly but surely they ’re filling the room with products

- —~~~ - - — - —~~~~~~~~~ —- - V  V — - V ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - V -~~~~~ V —-V V~~~~— - — ~V __V_ V~ 
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and there ’s no way they ’re going to move out with 3 products a year.
The company has the make a decision to let some people go which may - - V

or may not be right, or to increase the open staffs production in
Sales and Marketing so that this company is going to grow.

M: There ’s another thing they would do is file out some of the patents
sell them.

R: Great

D: I think there ’s a more basic problem than that. Apparently the
R&D has misdirected, more R&D efforts should be spent as I said ,
in conjunction with QA....I....higher costs of unit because of
higher cost of materials in it. R&D should be concerned with
taking the product that ’s been on the market , and reducing the

V cost of building it, if they can. This is something that should
be brought around for review. There ’s probebly no feedback from
production which again points to the management problem . There ’s
no organizational effort to make sure these departments all work
together.

M: The whole thing needs some overall guidance

D: Great
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Protocol D~~criptors (Duke)

Qi. Whom would you go to for help on a tough problem?

Operational Descriptors:

He would listen , I could use him as a sounding board.

She listens well.

He was willing to listen.

He’s very talkative and gives me feedback.

Bill works through the problem verbally. He’s interested in keeping up
all the time. He didn ’t just sit back. And he gets out what he wants
to say in just a few words.

He talked the most.

He had alot to say.

We were on the same wavelength. He saw what I was thinking and we
agreed.

I felt Peter ~,as more knowledgeable because he agreed with my ideas .

I agreed with him about half of the time. We had more of a give and
take.

He was willing to cooperate with everyone, he wouldn ’t object to what
I ’d say.

He wasn ’t trying to take over the group .

lie gave things direction. He seemed concerned how the group would do
in general, because he would draw other people out and would point up
a problem, but not always give a solution.

He was willing to take the leadership role.

He tried to include everybody in the discussion .

She was original in that she didn ’t repeat what other people had already
said.

He was able to range over more of the problems. He sort of took a cosmic
view of the situation
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Nonoperational D ~~criptors:

He was intelligent. He was able to keep his thoughts in a logical
sequence .

She was able to analyze what she heard and put it into good form.

She provides decent solutions and jumps right into the problem.

He showed confidence. He understood the problem and had feasible solu-
tions. He had good analytical skills too.

I think I could think through a problem with him. He showed concern -

for other people.

He seemed to know what was going on. He had reasonable conclusions and
assumptions. I felt he made some good suggestions.

She ’s similar to my character.

He’s like myself

He ’s similar to my personality and interested in the things I am.

He was an open person and showed a willingness to help.

He ’d give me straightforward answers and suggest ideas to help.

He was a stong character . He stands by what he says and isn’t dependent
on other people .

He was f r iendly, warm, honest, attractive and nice; not cold and distant.

She would give definite views and wouldn ’t be particularly wishy-washy.
She’d be sincere and say what she felt.

V He seemed very paternal , understanding, sympathetic and patient.

He has more overall maturi ty.  He was relaxed and not so concerned about
how he was coming across.

He was a fast thinker, very alert. And had definite things to say .

HeWOUldfl’t necessarily reach out for my side or try to  support it.

He had a reasonable head. He knew what was going on. 

-V- - V - V  
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Q2. Who was pulling most for the group?

pperational descriptors:

lie made the opening effort. He was the first to talk.

He verbalized most.

She was very talkative. To me alot of verbalization shows interest
in the group.

He both listened and spoke. There was both give and take.

He paid attention to people when they spoke, he provided eye contact.
And he would discuss what others said as if it were as important as
what anyone else would say. He would also look for positive reinforce-
ment from each person when he said something.

He was jointly trying to find the problems and he tried to offer solu-
tions to the problems. He wanted to help the group, not just get his
own ideas across.

He provided eye contact, and responded to what everyone said.

He wants to get responses from eyeryone. He doesn’t just want to give
his own responses.

She showed leadership and organized the group together. She got things
in order and told us when to move on.

He was sort of a facilatalor. He asked what people thought even before
they volunteered. He asked questions directed at the whole group. His
thoughts seem to trigger thoughts in others.

He made an effort to have everyone speak. He draws others out.

He wants to get responses from everyone. And he would acknowledge their
statements instead of interrupting.

He made an effort to have each person speak the same amount. And he
engaged in confidence building like saying “Hey, Joe, that’s a good
idea.”

He vocalized what everyone said, he summarized.

He took secretarial position to write things down.

Nonoperational d~~criptors:

He had the corporate goal in mind.

He was perceptive and insightful and his contributions were worthwhile.

He mad e good points and was most involved.
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She incorporated my thoughts into what she said.

He was intent on the group and not his own ego.

He seemed more committed and more interested in the problem.

She seemed to identify with the group.

She wasn’t aloff.

She was easy to work with.

She thinks out something before she says it.

He was congenial

He was more interested in the actuc~]. problem.

She makes people feel comfortable.

~M!!! : ~~~~~~~~~~ i
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Q3. Who was best at handling people?

Operational descriptors:

He was able to rephrase and paraphrase. He brought things into a
synopis.

He kept conversation rolling and asked questions to bring out ideas.

He lead the structure of the discussion. He brings others into the
conversation too.

He was the organizer or moderator; but he wasn ’t overbearing. He would
subtly control by not saying alot, keeping people on the track and not
let them wander from the question; he restates the question rather than
giving an answer, restating brings people back on focus, giving your own
answer could bring disagreement; and finally, he tries to get the group
to finish the task and reach a decision. He is the chairperson.

He wasn’t overbearing or domineering.

He was aggressive without being overly so. He was aggressive enough
to lead and dominate but wouldn’t be obnoxious and asinine in an argu-
ment.

When she disagrees she didn’t make you feel you were wrong. She made
you feel like she respected your opinion but just had a different approach
to it. She was good at being complementary in her disagreement .

He responded to what people said. He seemed aware of the other people.
He listens well.

He validates people by letting you know he heard you say something . He
agrees with them or adds a comment.

Nonoperat ion descriptors:

He asked reasonable and pertinent questions.

She was articulate and intelligent.

She was understanding and open.

He had a sense of humor. He seemed approachable and wouldn ’t intimidate.

He makes you feel he values himself and your work. He makes you feel
yo&re important.

He had teaching experience. He was the oldest and male.

He was concerned and interested in what you were saying.

She participated enough.

She was in tuned with the group process.

He cared about others needs.
I

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _
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She has confidence in herself, she’s not shy.

He made articulate and meaningful contributions.

I
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Q4. Who has the ability to think most critically and analytically?

Operational c~~scriptors:

He talked the most. He communicated. That’s the only way you know
if someone’s thinking critically and analytically.

He was outgoing , he talked more, came out with more ideas.

He initiated stuff. He had more criticisms.

He did the most talking so I was able to evaluate him.

He contributed alot, he was able to communicate his thinking .

He gave more structure, he was the coordinator. He categorized stuff
and drew things together.

He broke things into components.

He categorized general statements.

He was able to look at both sides and draw a conclusion .

He follows the conversation and comes up with the appropriate observation .
He crystalized the group thought. He summarized.

He had a total scope. He was able to pick up cross currents and able
to relate individual problems to the broad general analysis.

He substained with examples, it added strength to his ideas. He would
refer back to the sheet of facts. His examples made it possible to follow
his thoughts.

I agreed with her ideas, she thought the same things I thought.

He wasn’t too swayed by others.

He was able to focus on something and move on.

Nonoperational descriptors:

He had good ideas and answers.

He had logical well thought out statements.

He made a good impression.

Her thoughts were organized.

She had interesting and creative ideas,

- . .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -  —--~ ~~ . - ~~~~~~~~~~~~ —.--- ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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She paid attention to the things I thought most important.

He made good decisions, I liked her ideas.

She looked at facts and didn ’t make assumptions.

He understood what was going on.

He saw things no one else would have.

He had common sense conclusions and had reasonable comments.

She had prethought out ideas.

His thoughts were organized.
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Q.S With whom can you work best?

Operational de scriptors:

She takes initiative and gets the conversation started, keeps things
going - tells us when to move on.

She’s willing to interject her ideas.

He tried to assume leadership. He was the moderator or mediator.

There is a give and take.

She would share responsibility.

He’s most willing to listen.

He can expound on my ideas.

I don’t like someone I can’t persuade.

I agreed with him.

He was assertive. He could get things done, but he was also tactful
when he disagreed . He wasn’t billigerant in expressing his views.

He was aggressive but not threatening. He wouldn’t come down hard
on people’s negative ideas.

He wouidn ’t dominate or restrict me. He gives everyone a chance.

She’s not going to dominate all the time.

She wouldn’t interrupt.

She was friendly, she would smile.

Nonoperational d ~ criptors:

She was knowledgeable.

She has good ideas, ones I wouldn’t have thought of.

He was most original.

She thinks before she speaks.

She could focus on the problem.

She was intelligent and articulate.

He was clear in expressing his thoughts.

I felt like we were compatible.

He knew how to work toward a problem, how to structure it and solve it.

-
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He’s confident in himself.

He talks with ease.

She made sense and was easy to talk to.

~~~~~~~
—
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Qó. Who shows the greatest independence of thought?

Operational descriptors:

He was always raising different questions. He even questioned himself.

She raised the most questions.

She cross—examined the group. She would question what people said.

She was original in that she doesn’t follow others ideas or repeat
them.

He comes up with novel ideas, ones not considered before and not implicit
in the material given to us.

His ideas weren ’t molded by others.

She evaluated input from each person.

She talked the most.

He started talk.

He lc~ to different areas.

He in idcas to be discussed by the group and brought us back
when . .~~~ited.

She takes an ambiguious situation and organizes it.

She thinks about specific areas with the major purpose of the discussion
in mind. It’s sort of taking an overall view.

He made a good impression. He looked at everybody, didn ’t speak softly,
and he looked enthusiastic about what he was saying. He seemed interested
in what others said even though he may not have agreed with them.

Nonoperational ~ scriptors:

He puts something behind what he says.

He comes up with his own ideas.

He’s more knowledgeable and has good ideas.

She said things others wouldn ’t have thought of.

It ’s just not the norma l way of thinking , It ’s not looking at everything

the same way.

She raised questions I didn ’t think of myself.

He thinks independent of a self-purpose or personal connection with his
work.

_ _ _  -~ ~~~~~ ,~~ - —— -p,, - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --
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Q.7 Who has the best overall leadership qualities?

2p!rational descri p tors:

Bob was a good organizer , he asked for questions when the conversa tion
died. He kept the conversation going.

He was able to handle people . He got them to talk and got the discussion
going.

We didn ’t really have a leader. I see a leader as being very aggressive.
He totally takes over and disag rees with other s. He says “I don ’t care
what you think , we ’re going to do it this way.”

He got things going, he took initiative.

He let his ideas flow to direct ours. He doesn ’ t monopolize the group ,
he is group oriented .

She’s easy to get along wi th in that she ’s not defensive , she doesn ’t
jump on others ideas but builds on them.

We listened to him when he talked , we were silent and didn ’t interrupt.

A leade r doesn ’t push the flow of thoughts , but he directs it. He asks
questions of the group and directs them to the areas he thinks most im-
portant.

He pushes his ideas over in a pleasant way, he isn ’t belligerent in ex—
pressing his views.

He had good ideas I guess because those were the ones were implemented .

She lik~ s to talk but not all the time.

He expresses his ideas and lets others contribute too.

He summarizes and corrolates ideas.

He had concern for the group because he volunteered to take notes.

Susan had a greater number of ideas.

Nonope rational descriptors:

He said what he wanted to say.

He was self conf ident

He had the end project in mind.

She had experience and maybe maturity and age.

A leader is equal to all people.

He manipulates the group with his thoughts.

- — . ~
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She has a good personality to get her ideas across.

She had the ideas I was thinking of.

He had the ability to express his ideas well.

He got thing s done , he sat up, he was intelligent.

t
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PROTOCOL DESCRIPTORS (NPS)

Ql . Whom would you go to for help on a tough problem?

Operational Descriptors:

Gordon was most willing to express himself ,to put forward his own thoughts.

He had alot of initiative.

He caine up with new thoughts rather than expanding on ol~ ones.

He had alot of ideas.

I agreed with him.

For an analytical problem I would go to Mike because he ’s an independent
thinker. Some of his ideas were completely independent of a general
theme tha t had been discussed . He had good ideas not expoused by any-
one else.

He was also very analytical. He would be able to solve a practical problem
concisely and figure out things using inductive and deductive reasoning .

He doesn’t butt in and disrupt things. He waited for his turn to speak
when he had something to say .

What he said was organized by the way he presented things. He kept notes
and made reference to them when he spoke .

Bob was quick to make a positive contribution to say something positive .

He didn ’t have a hard time communicating. He expressed his ideas well ,
his words flowed , he was most expressive .

Nonoperational Descriptors:

He seems aggressive and capable.

He’s very competent and appears to have more experience .

He is bright and on the ball.

He doesn ’t come across as being detached from the group.

He ’s a nice enough guy.

His thoughts were a little more contemplated , he didn ’t speak till he
had something to say.

r.~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~
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(Nonoperational cont.)

I liked what he said and how he said it.

He was willing to put forth something which may or may not have been popular
with the group.

He had original ideas. He always contributed something different. Some
things I hadn ’t thought of.

His ideas were plausible .

For a personal problem I’d want someone with empathy. Paul understood people,
he had respect for them . He would be thoughtful and critical in examining •
whatever problem I presented to him; and wouldn ’t necessarily be interested
in impressing me with his intelligence or his approach. He’s a very thought-
ful individual.

The things he said remain more in my memory than what the others said.

He’s not cocky.

I
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Q2. Who was pulling most for the group?

~perational Descrip tors:

Anyone who solved the problem we were after was pulling for the group s a
goal oriented type person. He wanted to solve the problem. He was con-
cerned with coming up with a solution.

He had something to say about all the catagories.

He opened up in the conversation .

He was responsive.

He had alot to offer. He contributed alot to the discussion.

He was interested in taking the leadership role or the role of moderator.
He wanted to get eve rybody thinking together , and he drew comments out
of people.

He made a point to ask each person if they had something to say to give
everyone a chance to make a positive input.

He organized the group and kept it organized .

He established order and leadership.

He kept things in order , lead things along and kept things going . He kinda
took responsibility for the group.

He doesn ’t just work for his own ideas. He cooperates with the rest of t’~~
group. He adapts and understands other peoples views.

• He wasn ’t afraid to step in and keep us on the track.

He has a tendency to get back at the central issue.

He pulled the group back together when it got off the track and on targets.

He has good ideas, ones that expand on others or coming up with your own.
His ideas give you other ideas.

He was intelligent, he made a contribution. He was interested , and the
• things he said agreed with me. If he said something I felt was true or

I hadn ’t thought of, but I agree with , then that’s intelligent. I think
of myself as being intelligent and it’s my opinion about myself that when

• someone agrees with me you think he knows what he’s talking about.

You don ’t always have to go along with the group to be pulling for it.
You can pull for it by pointing out what we ’re doing wrong.

Nonoperational descriptors:

He joined in the conversation effectively.

Most aggressive guy was pulling most and problem solving, He ’s doing the
group the most benefit.

He was a pretty good thinker.

-~~--- -,--- --,,-~~~~~~••-
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Q3. Who is best at handling people?

Operation& descriptors:

He give3 group direction and takes control.

He pulls people with him by trying to redirect us to the question at hand.

He took charge to move us from one step to another. He started us talking
by bringing up a subject that would start us interacting again.

He keeps the group motivation, but channels it. He would be able to get
people to do what he wanted them to do and make them think that that’s
what they wanted to do. You get them to accomplish what you want and

• get them to go along with you without hurting their feelings, without
making them feel manipulated .

As the moderator, he’d notice some people weren ’t making responses; so he’d
prod them into making responses.

He took charge. He was the flashy type. He’s got shiney shoes and double
knit shirts. He looks like the type that would take charge. He organized
tbe thing.

He related to us best by virtue of his voice pattern, his willingness; he
didn ’t step on people’s necks ; he was willing to give credit to us for the
things we brought up and yet he ’s say, “Let’s look in another area.” and
“what do you think about this?” He was very direct.

He didn ’t get into anything controversial , be waited until the general
consensus was brought out then he was able to make everyone agree that
what he came up with was probably the best choice. He did this by listening
first, rather than interjecting his own ideas right away; then very cleverly,
he analyzed what the consensus was. He came up with a logical consensus and
everyone tended to agree.

He summed up what had been said. Everyone started talking at once. Jack
tried to keep things in a straight line. He’d just point out, “Hey, you’re
going the wrong Way .” -

If there was a conflict he ’d be the best personality type that could reach
a compromise . He wasn ’ t radical or pushy or an extremist. He was the
“middle of the roader” type. If a conflict arose , I thi nk he could calmly
and analytically solve the conflict.

He was polite by not interrupting and by mentioning other people ’s names
and bringing them back into it, ra ther than making it sound like he came
up with it.

I don ’t remember him disagreeing , but basically he didn ’t interupt and ‘~ut
people off. That’s very important. No one wants to ‘e contradicted or
interrupted .

He didn’t contradict anybody and pulled for the team while trying to get
a logical conclusion . 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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He was able to communicate his ideas without forcing the idea on me.

He doesn’t make a conscious effort to dominate,

He was not threatening and wouldn’t come down hard on what I’d say.

He can tell people to change something, or that they ’re doing something
wrong without turning them off.

He didn ’t try to take over the group.

He was able to get himself into the conversation , whether or not you
could get in, without putting everybody else out. He’d be able to
get his point across whenever he felt like coming in.

He was the first to speak.

He was outspoken , he can j ump up • nd say “I’ve got something to say,
I’ll say it now.” This is a leadership trait.

He expressed himself. He wasn ’t afraid to speak up.

He initiated stuff and volunteered stuff.

He talked the most.

He said more .

He had alot to say.

He said more than anyone else. He always had a point to make, and always
got his point into the conversation , but he did so without putting anyone
out so much.

He was relaxed in dealing with a strange situation. He was comfortable.
• Sometimes when people are quiet it means they are uncomfortable. Bill

verbalized more than anyone else.

He listens to others. -

He never gave the indication that he wasn’t listening when someone was
talking.

There was a give and take.

He related easily and was easy-going in that he was willing to agree
with other people.

Don was easy to get along with because he looked at you, he appeared to
agree with me each time I made a comment.

When he spoke , he said something that contributed to the problem .

He wasn ’t really interested in the problem . You could tell by his answers ,
they were general and kind of trite responses.

I equivilate this question with leadership.

A
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Leadership and handling people are about the same. In management you have to
handle people .

He was a big guy, that ’s a plus for handling people.

Nonverbal Descriptors:

He was best at the thought processes.

He had enthusiasm to get a product out.

He was very perceptive.

He has the characteristics I’d want if I wanted to talk over a personal
problem.

I’d have confidence and respect for him by his capabilities and performance.

He didn’t seem too nervous about the camera and all.

it’s important to look like you know what you’re doing. Gary appears
• flashy like he knows what he’s doing.

It’s important to treat people honestly and let people know you are
honest, by not lying to them and being devious with your relationships .
Don ’t say “hey, your job is doing great” and turn around and give them
a bad evaluation.

He had good ideas and wasn ’t terribly aggressive.

His comments were most reasonable , most concurrent with my own thoughts.

He was most imaginative.

He appeared to be most interested in us as individuals and related to us
easily.

The problem was realistic ~o him.

He has the same accent a good friend of mine does who I know is good at
leadership. That probably colored my thoughts.

I didn ’t like him because I’m against people with moustaches.
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• Q4. Who has the ability to think most critically and analytically?

Operational d escriptors:

He partially summarized and made a recommendation. He tied a number of
things brought up together.

ICevin did more thinking, he put alot of things together.

He had the ability to summarize in a few words. He didn’t beat around
the bush. He was able to look at a problem and analyze it and make a
statement about it that wasn ’t lost in alot of words. I lose interest
when a person wanders all around a problem before he gets to it

I feel he had more expertise in a business type field. He had more comments
on the various aspects of the company and had comments on all the fields.

He was able to see the whole spectrum of the problem and not just focus
on one thing.

From his thought processes aloud, he looked at the whole problem and broke
it down.

He was very thorough, he brought us back on track and wanted to look at
the whole company ,

He seemed to take over the di scussion . Sometimes we ’d go off on our tangen ts
and he’d bring us back to the problem.

He suggested we start in chronological order of the way different sections
were presented.

He was the general leader and moderator of the group.

The moderator should listen to what the others have to say and at the end,
go ahead and bring the thing on track if it’s gotten off Lrack.

He made sense , I agreed with him. •

He took more notes, he wrote more , he seemed to get more out of the context
you gave us. When he spoke he made sense in that I agreed with what he said.

I agreed with the conclusions he reached . His solutions were good ones.

He expressed himself most.

He talked most.

He was willing to step forward and say , “hey, this is how I feel.” Roger
took that step forward. It wasn ’t so much that his ideas were different
or that we disagreed , but he ’s be the first one to comment.

• I look for the man who’s going to speak out .

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~ ~~~~~~~~—  -.~~~~~ • • .- - .  .-
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I think his comments didn ’t trod on anyone elses. He was able to assert
himself and make his point with being too abrupt. He wouldn ’t interrupt
anybody.

Thinking analytically is taking the numerics of a problem and drawing
conclusions. A person with an analytical mind is methodic , lines priorities
up. In other words they can say “well, no, this is the most important aspect
of the problem, and this is the 2nd most important.” I really think analytic
is making something jell out of facts and figures though.

Being critical and analytical is getting the most from the facts and figures
that were before us. Jamie had alot of inferences from the material. In
other words he was able to project what was written down in a way I can

• understand and agree with.

Making an inference is taking facts on the paper. and organizing it into
a logical presentation that I can understand from reading the same piece
of paper.

• He was a stong leader , so I guess analytically he ’d fall in the same category.

Nonqperational dlscri~~ ors:

He carried the most thinking process in the group, not the verbal process.

He said things more succinctly.

He made some very concise statements which I thought were better than anyone
elses in the group. I noticed on his list that he had listed things and

• organized them so that he was able to present his facts quickly and concisely.

He seemed to have more background.

He had something to say that was pertinent and meaningful.

He seemed more experience.

I also ranked this guy highest in handling people.

He was most aggressive by the way he expressed himself. Just his thought
process, he seemed to have the best handle on ~he whole thing.

He was charismatic.

He was more forward.

• He had a better feeling for the problem overall.

It’s not just talking the most, he had forcefulness.

He had the clearest thoughts, he communicated so the group could understand
him.

He seemed to have a grasp on the problem.

My ranking was based upon what I felt to be the overall contribution to
• the problem.
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Q5. With whom can you work best?

Operational descriptors:

I go with someone that’s going to talk alot. I can’t work well with some-
one that sits back and doesn’t say too much .

Rich was a strong performer, he did alot of talking.

He was more outgoing in that he had ideas.

You have to have alot of interaction .

If I don ’t get feedback I don ’t feel like I’m getting anywhere, that they
aren’t listening, there ’s no give and take.

Joel was more cooperative, willing to listen , and less authoritarian. He
wouldn’t cut you off in the middle of your opinion. There was more give
and take.

I didn ’t like the others. I didn ’t feel like I had any influence over them.

If we both were working on the same job with each other, we’d be on the
same plane, on equal par. Whenever I do something , the other guy is going
to do something. I expect him to do certain things, and he’s going to

• expect me to do certain things.

I like to work with someone who ’s easy to work with, who has a certain
amount of personality, compatability. I couldn ’t work with someone whose
ideas were totally opposite mine. I work well with someone I can rein-
force and they can reinforce me. Like even saying , “that’s a good idea,
but....” and going on with his own idea.

He would say things that stimulated other people.

It helps when someone has ideas similar to mine. It reinforces your own
opinions. Although you do need the “other ” opinions also, but I prefer
people who go about things in a logical sequence like myself.

We think along the same lines. j
Larry felt the same way I did , I don’t think the rest of the group did.

I think we’re similar. I agreed with what he said .

He made sense. Things that make sense to me, I agree with.

He never cut people off. I think that shows insensitivity and bossiness.

He was cooperative, in that he ’s respect the opinion of other people before
he ’s assert his own. He respected the whole group environment , and he ’d
probably respect the groups decision on something . He didn ’t impose his
will.
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If someone naid something Gary didn’t agree with, he wouldn ’t jump right on them,
he just presented his opinion.

Joel was able to get things rolling.

He got the whole thing running. He might be able to organize things
better than some of the rest. Organization would be one of the primary
things I’d want.

He organized the group. He set the structure and asked certain people
what they thought of certain areas.

He gave his opinions and asked for rebutals from the rest. Taking the
initiative here shows an organizing tendency .

He’s the guy who tried to lead the group. He tried to keep answers flowing.
He tried to work out arrangements and sequences of getting the right answers
and responses from people .

As opposed to darting around , he started the discussion by saying, “Let’s
take it through in an orderly fashion. ” And tried to get people to speak
around. People usually go with those who are dynamic and try to lead
people as well as help distribute it out.

He put in his own thoughts and tried to get others to give their thoughts
as well. He drew responses out of other people as well as contributed

• himself.

He was the moderator of the group. He didn ’t butt in , but when it came
to needing responses, he was there to respond.

His thoughts were organized because he suggested we take the material topic
by topic and he pointed out the important strong points.

Nonoperational descriptors:

He did alot of constructive parts •

He had the aggression and readiness to tackle the problem. He was ready
to jump right into the problem.

I felt he thought through what he said. His comments weren’t wrong or
irrelevant.

He would be more sensitive.

He was a strong member, his thoughts were collected before he spoke.

I feel Jim would be completely honest with me ; he’d feel free to tell me
what the problems are rather than tell me the things I want to hear.
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Q6. Who shows the greatest independence of thought?

Operational de scriptors:

Jack was first, he’d listen to other people.

We’d start talking about an area and agree. Then Ken would say what he
thought which was independent of what we thought. He had his own reason
why he thought that way. He wasn ’t just contradicting the group.

He didn ’t follow the pattern.

This question means that what others are saying doesn ’t necessarily effect
what your opinion is. You can take them in and analyze it and either reject
them or not. But you stick to your guns. I guess your rejection rate shows
independence .

He was least affected by what others in the group were saying . He advanced
hi s own opinion inspite of the comments that were made prior to his opinion .

He really didn ’t care whether anybody else had something to say, he had
his own version. I don’t think he was swayed that much by the rest of the
group .

He brought up points not yet considered by the others .

He brought out the initial verbalization of the particular topic . Everyone
else was thinking of the five areas, where Gary went back to the background
sheet and was trying to find some underlying problems there.

He had originality. That’s being able to attack a problem without being
prompted.

He had originality, the ability to back off , look at a problem and come at
it from different directions.

As far as new unique ideas, Steve probably would be the guy initially to
bring something up. 

•

His ideas were good to me because they agreed with mine.

He seemed to look at the problem, the pluses and minuses. He grasp that it
might not be an item by item problem. That’s the approach we used. Gary
said to look at each group independently.

Joe was first because in each of the different areas we talked about, he had
input. His thoughts weren’t generalized and non—specific like the others.

What he said he presented to the group bluntly. He made his point right
away and didn ’t bother with alot of adverbs and adjectives. He was able
to convey his thoughts without making a big show.

Tom was least independent. He was just reinforcing everyone else and
regergitated alot of what everyone else said.

-
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He didn ’t pick up on anyone elses phrases. He had thoughts independently
himself , he wasn ’t just reacting to somebody.

He was the least in independence of thought because he was generally reacting
to other peoples comments. He didn’t have any ideas of his own.

He seemed thoughtful, by the nonverbal type stuff. He looked pensive rather
than reactive to the comments being made.

Nonoperational d escriptors:

Independence of thought is you view something and have an idea without
being influenced by others.

You let yourself be channeled along your own direction and arrive at your
own conclusion based on your own facts. You can take what others say and
weigh it, but you ’re not swayed by it.

He makes his own decisions in his own way. Not necessarily using the

guidelines set by the group.

He seemed more independent in his thought structure.

I fee) it comes more to how I feel about the guy than to a critical analysis.
Then I go to personality, what he looks like, etc.

He treated the thing like an actual problem, the others realized it was
just an exercise.

I didn ’t think of the things he said myself, but I agreed with them.

He’d hit the problem from more different angles.

Being able to assemble your own thoughts and ç’o on from there to a fairly
organized presentation.

He came up with concrete proposals. 
•
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Q7. Who has the best overall leadership qualities?

Operational descriptors:

Paul did a good job controlling the efforts of the group. He was not only
interested in us knowing what he thought, but also interested enough in the
group that he made sure everyone voiced an opinion.

He listened as much as he gave out information .

He communicated alot and was receptive to the ideas of the group. He
was more receptive in that he listened to the ideas presented by others.

He tended to listen to what people were saying before he started to get in-
volved in the group.

He wasn ’t hesitant as far  as expressing his ideas on adding what he thought
was critical . Nor was he critical of what other people were saying.

He was first to speak up.

He would wait for his time to talk and not interrupt.

He wouldn ’t dominate too much. He wouldn’t cut people off.

He was first because he put out ideas but was also receptive to other
peoples ideas. He wasn ’t trying to sell any particular thing . In general ,
he lis~~~,ed to other people and had good ideas of his own. To be an effec-
tive leader people have to want to follow you.

He used a good human approach of reinforcing what someone said as opposed
to attacking it.

Dave was the opposite, he was aggressive, opinionated and subjective. He
was so aggressive because he constantly interrupted . He would be a poor
leader .

Rich was very personable in that he never seemed to become emotional. He
complimented people and he didn’t show any aggressiveness at all. A leader
has to earn respect of the people with him. He can’t be aggressive to the
point of totalitarianism.

He was the most assertive. He took command and led us. He told us what
we were looking for, kept the discussion moving from one section to the
next, and asked us for responses.

He got us all set up. He brought out the question, the scope of the problem.
He analyzed it, said how we were going to attack it. Then he decided it was
time to get everyone involved and he pointed out each one to take a certain
point and submit their ideas.

He was able to manage and organize the other people. He got us working as
a team. He was able to get other people doing things.
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The role of a leader is to get each person working for him rather than do
the job himself. Ted was last because he tried to do the job too much
himself.

He brought us back when we started to stray from the beaten path.

He ’d summarize and jotted things down.

He’d be a good man to consolodate things.

He was a leader who participated with the group. You have the authoritarian
versus the team player type leader.

He was subjective in that he viewed the whole problem as opposed to one
aspect of the problem.

He seemed best at influencing people.

From his ability to organize the group, he came across as having the inherent
abi lity to influence people .

Nonoperational d ~~criptors:

He kept pushing different things.

He didn’t talk for the sake of hearing himself speak.

He was a strong leader. He has the ability to get and maintain your attention
and cause you to want to support what he’s fostering.

He ’s a nice guy in his personality .

He ’s a capable individual with leadership.

• He comes across as having the best control over people.

He had a good deal of thought behind the statements he made. He came
across very precise in his arguments.

He ’s organized in his own mind and thinks out the statements he ’s going
to make.

He takes initiative but is considerate of other people’s talents.

He was number one based on his appearance . He seemed very calm and sure
of himself.
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